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RUSSIA'S
CHIEF ENVOY
CZAR NAMES M. WITTE TO
CONDUCT PEACE NE-
GOTIATIONS.
SAILS AT ONCE ON MISSION.
Regarded As Leading Liberal States-
man of Russia and
Familiar
WITH EASTERN QUESTION.
St. Petersburg, July Mt-
rarieff has resigned '.. position as
• chief peace plenipotentiary. "••
It may be regarded as practically
certa4n that be will be replaced by
MI Witte, president of the committee
of ministers, wfici as all along been
considered the Russian state,man
pre-eminently qualified to undertake
the difficjit task of negotiating peace
• with
Though the emperor on two pre-
vious occetaions has flatly declined to
• accept M. Witte, he has now indi-
cated his resdiaess to make the ap-
t/ pointment. The commission, how-
ever, will not be actually signed until
Foreign Minister Lamsdorff, who
throughout has been NE Witte's
ttr;nil the emperor.
supporter, has had an audience
An Assurance of Peace.
To that extent only may the mat-
ter be regarded as unsettled, nothing
being certain in Roan* as a prom-
inent diplomat remarked bast night,
until the Emperor's signature has
been affixed. et 'Witte's selection
undoubtedly will behailed as a prac-
tical assurance of peace. Wink it
would be a mistake to denominate
him as a "peace at any price" man,
M. Witte earnestly believes that the
struggle should be ended and should
be succeeded by an understanding
between Russia and Japan, which
would insure peace in the Far East
for half a century. Indeed, he is per-
sionatly believed to be in favor of a
Ruseo-Japanese alliance.
The conduct of negotiations by M.
Witte, it is felt by the peace party
here, would inspire the instant con-
fidence of Japan.
Witte's Only Handicap.
The on' y handicap under which M.
Witte labors is +ie lack of familiari-
ty ....*J‘ the Earth,. language, as the
only 'foreign languases he speaks are
German and French.
Mluraviefre ltetirement, ostensi-
bly owing to resia—ni of 41 health, i.
In reality due to the ct that the em-
peror became convina 4 that the ne-
t gotiattens might be jeopardized if he
went to Wilehington M. Moravieff
himself, upon consideration, quite
frankly Ocognized his lack of diplo-
enetic viaining and his want of ac-
idaintance with the questions in-
• volved and with equal frankness ex-
pressed satisfaction that he had
been relieved,
Neither the Washington nor Tokio
government has been officially advis-
ed of M. efuraviefes withdrawal, the
foreign office probably preferring to
announce the mane of his auccessor
at the name time. The change in tite
chief of plenipotentiaries does not
involve any postponement of the date




• St. Petersburo, Jul3r 1.3.—Emperor
Nicholas hasi signed the appointment
of M. Whitte, president of the com-
mittee of ministers, to be chief plen-
ipotentiary representing the, Russian
„government in the peace Aegotlations
to he conducted next month in the
United States. The appointment,
whic'h was signed after midnight, will
clothe M. Witte with plenary powers.
Official notification of the designa-
tion of M. Witte to head the mission
was forwarded to Washington this
morning. M. Witte will take passage
on the North German Lloyvl steamer
)(laser Wilhelm der Grosse, which
sails fro erbrurg July 26.
issuing glowing appeals to the patriot '
ism of his armies.
The Chinese .y that the dectiejell
corpses buried in the shallow graves
in the frozen ground after the battle
of Mukden have created a terrible con
dition. Plague and cholera are said
to have ap.'oared among the Japanese.
Big Catch 'Conference Closed bership of 73o, while since the firstlai-Xst in the district, having a mem-AFTER THE• ,of this year alone $3,796 has been ex- i
1 pendied in prosecuting the noble
ICAUSHAL M'CULLOM LOCAT- AN UNUSUALLY SUCCESSFUL "'Ise.
ED A. B. SCHLITZBAUM IN GATHERING HELD HERE IPORTLAND. BY DELEGATES.
SHUVALOFF'S ASSSSIN. 
Today He and Foreman Watkins of
the Penitentiary, Go Out After
oscow Authorities Refuse to Reveal 
The Prisoner.
His Identity.
Moscow, July 13.—The authorities
here decline to disclOse the identity
of the assas-in of Prefect of Police
Shuvaloff last Tuesday, but it is now
known that a very prominent and im-
portant political capture has been
mude. After the prisicner's escape
from the police station where he had
been confined as,a, porta-teal suspect
some days previous to the a,sassina-
tion of the prefect, Shuvaloff set all
the police of Moscow at work to ef-
fect his capture. The prisoner in the
meantime shaved off his beard, and
while the police were searching for
him enerywhere the man went to daft,
prefect's office and committed the
crime for whic,h he will now be tried
The bullets of the revolver used by
the prisoner were filled with poison.
Th crowd in the ante-room of the pre
fccture set upon the assassin, who








Spinghai, Manchuria, July I.3.—
Quiet contlitties along the front, hut
the Japanese ate still moving in Ko-
rea. The Russian trains move as far
as Changtafu. Information from the
Japanese lines indicates that the rank..
and file are 'exceedingly anxious fot
peace. To counteract this feeling.
Field Marshal Oyatrut is continually
ii
Without License
W. W. GIBSON ARRESTED YES-
TERDAY BY THE POLICE
AUTHORITIES.
Wilt Hamilton Locked Up on Charge
11 Being Drunk and Disorderly
if .6.—work Among Police.
W .W. Gibson, of Tenth and Hus-
bands streets, was arrested by the po-
lice authorities yesterday on 'the
charge of selling liquor without ar li-
cense. He rums a saloon at that in-
tersection and on renewing his license
the first' of this month, did not furnish
bondsmen as necessary, to guarantee
to the city that be would conduct an
orderly establishment. The authori-
ties notified him to get his sureties,
but he failed, and is now warraneed
for selling without a license. A
cense is not complete and of full
force and effect tintl signed by bond*
men.
Hamilton Locked bp.
Will Harnitton, white, was locked
up last evening by nfficers Johnson
and Rogers on the charge of being
drunk and disorderly. He is the Ham
ilton who killed "Bad Eye Jack"
Smith several years ago in self-de-
fense, and who was charged with
*hooting at Specia Officer /bailey in
the Illinois Central railroad yards
last year.
Negress Struck.
Henry Harrison, colored, was Sr-
rested hy Officers Terrell anti Cross
yesterday on the charge of striking
Sylvester Ray, a negres,.
Gambling Charged.
Herman Karnes and Clyde Mat-
thews were arrested by Officers
Churchhill and Rogers ion the charge
of gambling.
• Diamord %rig Stolen. •
Yesterday Charles, the 12-year-old
on of Opeator t,Tfhornac Gi•owl, of
f4 I. C. telegraph offices, went so Ikehen's establishment on South Sec-
ond street and tried to sell a fine dia-
mond ring that he claimed to' have
found on the market. Mr,. Cohen etc-
came suspicious and teleteboned the
police who tookswcharge of the young
man. It was found that the ring had
been stolen tecim the residence of Mr.
Charles Defacer at Ninth and Clark
streets, and was turned .over.tc the
owner. The lad s'as then arrested on
the cjaairge of grand larceny.
I.
Patrolman Out.
. Patrolman Samuel Beadles wart
sieg.ty yesterday and will be ablebo
atteM trial tonight of the impeach-
ment proceedings he instituted against
City Jailer Thomas Evitts, whom he
charges with beating him up at Thir-
teenth and Clay slreets with the po-
liceman's billy that was jerked from
ainder his arm. The case will be in-
vestigated unless the aldermen decide
to postpone same until the return
from Baltimore of Alderman William
Kraus, who is away on a visit.
Marshal William MicCullon3, of
Kuttawa, arrived here yesterday
morning on police business and re-
ported that he had succeeded in cap-
turing A. B. Sohlitzbauna the former
agent of the American Express com-
pany, who attained a national repu-
tation in connection with the conspi-
racy where he arid Boatner attempt-
ed to defraud the express company
out of $28,000 by c_laiming it had
been shipped through the company's
hands from Owensboro to Fordsville,
Ky., and been atcrlen. Marshal Mc-
PPom traced Schlitzbaum to Port-
Oregon, to answer the charge
stealing several thousand dollars'
Worth of shoes from the branoh pen-
itentiary at Eddlyville While he was
t•here serving his year's time for
complicity in the $28,a3o package
deal. The marshal returned last ev-
ening to Kuittawa, and this morning
he will pass back through here bound
for Portland, accompanied by Fore-
man Waticikns, of the shoe depart-
ment of the prison. They will bring
back Scelitzbainn, for whom requi-
sition papers have already been got-
ten from the governor of the state.
MEN CAUGH, UNDER WALL.
Baltimore, July 13.—While work-
men were engaged yesterday in exca-
vating in old wall of the Glenn build-
ing on Saint Paul street, the wall sud
denly collapsed, two laborers being
buried in tee ruins. One of there,
James Hartman, was extricated alive
and will recovor. The other, John
Allen, colored, was deed when faken
out.
Schlitzbaiun's career has been va-
ried and checkered. and reads like fic-
tion. He was agent for the express
company at Forepsville, Ky., and it
was claimed, that his pal Boatner
went to Owensboro and shipped
through the express office to Fords-
vile, a bundle purporting to .contain
$28,000 The package was received at
Rockville by Agent Schlitzbaum,
who turned it over to Boatner, and
the hater then howled that the mon-
ey had been stolen from inside the
package. He 'rade a claim on the
company for it, but finally when the
detectives run the matter down it
was found no money was inside the
bundle, and the company charged
the two with a conspiracy to rob it.
Boratner got out of time trouble, but
agent was sent to the EdidyriMe
rritentiary for one year, and while
there was made shipping clerk in the
shoe factory. He was released Feb-
ruary tete and atfer ins departure it
was found that he had shipped out
many cases of shoes t, confederates,
who would sell them. It is charged
his mode of procedure would be to
bill out a case of goods, send the
goods and bill to the depot by the
trusties doing that outside work, get
a bill of lading from the railroad, and
then destroy the documents after the
trusties turned same back into his
hands. Of coarse the trusties thought
the shipments were proper, not know-
ing to whom the shoes %ere shipped.
learnhal Mt-Cullom commenced
working on the case and finally lo-
cated Schlitztraum at Portland,. Ore-
grin, and ordered his arrest. Yes-
terday he received telegrams an-
nouncing the capture of the alleged
fugitive, and now today goes out
there after him, accompanied by Fore-
man Watkins.
The penitentiary authorities learn-
ed of the theft when the drummer
for them visited some shoe dealers at
New Orleans, and tried to sell them
goods The dealers stated they were
full up on his line, and the drummer
krone senniething was wrong, as no
shioc had been shipped those peo-
ple. The matter was traced down
end laid at the door of the former




Five Young SS" Were Licensed
Preach and idelegates to Mem-
phis Cealerenoe Chosen.
DID NOT INSTALL.
to Newly Elected Officers for Mangum
to Be Installed Neat Week.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows did
not install their newly elected officers
Last evening theire was brought to eat evening, but postponed this busi-
a close the annual conference heel by ryas until their session next Thurs-
the Methodist churches -61 the Padu- day night. The delay is occasioned
call district, aethe Third street Meth- by the illness of Secretary Harry
enlist church on South Third street. Juckt, who has to make out a. semi-
The gathering has been in session annual statement showing the busi-
since last Monday evening, and is 'less of the secret order before the
considered one of the .most entertain-
ing, beneficial and busioess-like ses-
sions held for quite awhien, there be-
new officers can be inducted into of-
fice. He is now convalescing and has
not had time to make out that state-
ing about 25 pastors and 75 laymen "lent
in- attendance, besides a number of
visitors both from inside and out-
CARPENTER
side the city.
Yesterday morning the conference
granted licenses to the following ap-
plicauts, permitting them to preach:
H. A. Hanby, A. R. Davis, Carlis
Hicklin and Morris Carpenter of this
city, and Thomas Lane, of Oak Lev-
el. Licensing the young men does
not mean that they undertake preach-
ing right away, as each has to under-
go a four years' course of study, and
those that have been studying a year
or two already are given that much
credit on their course, while those
who have not, 'have to undergo -the
full study. When they evidence
their competency to fill pulpita, they
are given charges.
After the licensing of these, the
committee on "Sunday-school and
Education" made its report, the
chairman being Rev. T. J. Newell, of
the Broadway Methrlist church of
this city. The document dealt in a
general way with the Sunday school
and educational work of the churches
in the district and teemed with able
suggestions and rernarics,
This was followed by the morning
rlisaba delivered by Rev. R. W..
INewsom, of Clinton, hie theme for
discourse being "Missions" and it
%vas pronounced a most able and far-
reaching effort touching upon that
great department conducted by re-
dus workers.
the first thing in the :ernoon
the conwnittee on "Missions" made
its report through the chairman, Rev.
C. A. Warterteld, of Mayfield. It
showed hie Illtiflionary work done
by the different congregations of the
district, bogs foreign and home For
'home mission work inside the Pa-
ducah district there has been 'pent
in the past year et.400, while $1,too
this went right here in Paducah. In
addition .to this about $3,000 was
spent outside the district.
Paris, Tema, July 13.—eheriff A. P.
dwards and 05:ty Marshal Wharton
at urned yesterday afternoon with
, E. Pr.. a vo.erinary surgeon of
th4e place, who is charged with a,bect-
ingi for immoral purposes Ke-enie
Campbell, a young woman off Murray',
Ky., alIttgie prisoner was placed in
jail pe trial. Alex forest, al
under guard, is being held for
same alleged offense, and ttff case
promises to be a sensational one if it
should come to trial, an event doubt-
ec'. by many, who think an amiathlç
understanding will be reached after g
short deloie
In addition to his being invols-Z.
for time in, this case, Dr. J. Forest,
who was released on motion of the
bather of the girl, suffered a loss of
Pe while sleeping off the effects of
the drimk taken NS.% Newhst Friday,
and clso oay a fine into the
city trectasury for being in the condi-
tion in which he was placed by the
liq (KW. He 'does TPA charge Plew
with the theft of his money.
The committee on "Sabbath Ob-
servance presented resolutions against
Sabbath excia-sione and they were
unanimously adopted. The docu-
ment handled from its maay sides
the important question of Sabbath
violation, and also the observance of
the Lord's. Day.
I-hiring the election of delegate, to
represent the Paducah district at the
annual Memphis- conference which
will be held at Mayfield, the follow-
ing were chosen: Messrs. B. H.
Scott and T. E. Ford, of this city;
Mk-. Barlow, of Barlow. Ky. and
Prof. Browder, of Clinton, Ky. In
addition to being chosen a delegate,
Mr. Scott was designated as the lay
member from fide district on the
board of missions for the Memphis
conference. The . district delegates
report the work effected during the
past year in this district, when the
Memphis - conference gathers, and
also serve on cammmatees and other-
wise avast in the work when the
Nfayfiebd session begins.
It was decided to hold the next
district confeernce kt Barlow, but the
date for same is not chosen until af-
ter the Memphis conference gather-
ing, becaase the latter cession may
change the presiding elder of this
Istria. The elder is the party nam-
ing the district conference dates, so
it ,has to he awaited before selecting
those dates until the efierophis con-
ference settles the matter as to who
wili'be the either for the Paducte4 dis-
trict next yeaf. ,
The conference elosed last even-
ing with a settmon by Rev. Watts, of
1 ovelareville'',' who spoke on "Why




e4 thanki - 4. *now teterm'sthe con-
oregatioro a I Pastor Fields of the
Third ent-et Aderhodist csrcb for
the excellen(Imannee' tai l Which the
rfeleoates wei_ careirfor and enter
tinned. ;-•o., /- .
The isornhined reporps ;if the gath-
ering s4owe4 tftat the churches i -.
this distt ict .had a tots, membership
of 9,o, while fat many 'thousands
of dollars had Viten expended during
the past year in carrying on the gen-
.ral (+arch and nvistionary work.
Broadway Methodist church is the
INJURED.
Will Meadows Fell on Plank Holding
Upturned Nail.
Carpenter William Meadows yes-
terday /mining fell from the John
William-. new building in Rowland-
town and alighted in a sitting posi-
tion upon a piece of timber lying on
the ground with an upturned spike in
it. The huge nail stuck into the hip
of the carpenter who was painfully in-






THE CASTLE OF ILINS-
KOFE, MOSCOW.
TO BE OCCUPIED BY EMPEROR
But Fortunately Discovered by Police
Who Have Made Many Arrests
Since,
TERRORISTS WARN TREPOFF
New York, July 13.—A World dis--
patch from London contains the fol-
lowing from the Vienna correspond-
ent to the Daily Mail:
"Private leqers from St. Peters-
burg state that the police have dis-
covered elaborate preparations for
blowing up the Castle of Ilinskoje,
near Moscow,' where titia fazr, with
the imperial family, intended to take
up a brief residence. Beneath the
apartments destined for his majesty's
use, a subterannean passage is said to
have been found leading to a cellar
where 250 pounds of dynamite lay
concealed.
GARBAGE DUMP WILL BE MOV- 
The police have made many ar-
ED FROM THE FOOT OF 
rests, apprehending among others
CLAY STREET. 
two engineers who conducted the
cleaning and decorating of the apart-
ments at the castle.
"This intelligence, associated with
the murder of Struvaloff, has made
a -deep impreasion.
"Ti.' czar has now given up all
ides of staying at Ilinsiroje."
President Pendley, of the Board
Health, to Lay Before Grind
Jury Dry Well Question.
Arrangements are being made to at
last move the garbage dump from
the foot 91 Clay street down to be-
low the Illinois Central railroad in-
cline, at the edge of the city and
far away from anybody. This infor-
mation will be the source of much
gratification to the people living at
the end of North Third street, as
for several years they have been try-
ing to get removed from the end of
Clay the dump off which the gar-
bage wagons of the city throw into
the river the refuse, offal, trash and
other conglomerations picked up
around the city. The dump is moor-
ed at the edge of the stream, but now
the city has a deal on whereby 0447
will get a right of way to open a
thoroughfare from the end of North
Sixth, across private property to the
river front, and can now move dawn
that way the dump, which will be far
from the homes of anybody and at
a place from 'whence no complaint
can arise, as it is too distant for the
winds to carry tire stench arising
Rom the offae. bank over the resi-
dences nearby.
Dr. J. W. Pendley, the preaidentrof
the board of health, stated yesterday
thee it seemed they were unable to
get rid of thr "dry wells around over
the city and that he had about decid-
ed to quit ordering the people to fill
same up, and would wait until the
grand jury convened during the Sep-
tember term of circuit court, and
have the parties owning the wells in-
dicted on the ground of maintaining
a nuisance. The wells are dug out in
the yards of premises outside the
sanitary sewerage district, and then
connected with piping to the toilet
room, and water closets inside the
homes. Through these pipes the of-
fal and refuse from water cloaets
flow into the dry welly; where a gereat
stencil and gas is enclosed.
RAILROADER DIED.
of
Remains of Charles Threet to Be
Buried Today.
Mr. Charles. Threet died yesterday
morning at to o'cioolw at the family
residence, 708 Tennessee 'street, after
an illness of complicated diseases.
The dee:caste:I was 35 yes of age
and employed at the Illinois Central
railroad shops. He came here one
year since frown Mayfield. He leaves
a wife.
This rooming at to o'clock the fu-
neral services will be held at the res-
idence, and be follcnved with inter-
ment at Oak Grove cemetery.
Funerals.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the funeral services were held over
the remains of Judge John Mulkey
at -Mietropol
The little chile of Mr. and Mfrs.
Edward Smith, of Arcadia, was bur-
ied yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
at Oak Grove cemetery.
There have been a large 'number of
fatalities the past two days from sun
strokes awl other effects of the 'hot
weather in certain sections of the
states. The larger cities have partie-
ularl ysofeetred.
WILL D;E AT POST.
Gen. Trepoff Refuses to Be Bluffed
By Terrorists.
St. Petersburg, July 13.—The resig-
nation of MI. Bouligin as Minister of
the Interior is expected daily. Gen.
Trepoff, the assistant minister of tire
interior, will probably be.his success-
or. The terrorists have recently re-
newed their warnings against Gen.
Trepoff with ominous persistence.
The general is constantly in receipt
of letters owned by the executive
c-ornmittee of the fighting organiza-
tion, informing him that his hour
has come. A remarkable feature of
all the communications is that the
writers take pain, to say that no
safe-guarde will avail to avert his
impending doom.
At the samie time they tell him that
he need not be afraid to go abroad
in the streets. They add:
"Your sentence via be executed in
your own room. You will die in
yoter bed."
The terrorists seem to take pride
in issuing a challenge involving a
cknionstration of their power and
resource, to penetrate the armor of -
the police. Moreover Gen. Trepoff
knows enough of the resources and
desperateness of the organization to
firmly believe that the terrorists are
able to execute their threats. He
makes no concealment .of the fact
that he expects to be killed, but\ hi.,. 
nerveis unshaken.
'I wile! at least die at the posit of
duty,' he says.
Privately Gen. Trepoff takes a
gloomy view of the future of the au-
tocracy in which .he believes. The
general is confident that .if given
untrammelled power he could re-
store the old status quo in a year,
but the present raccilating policy he
thinks will end only in ruin.
A representative assembly-,
matter what its, Initial character m
be, he is convinted, wal soon be
transformed into a constituent assem-




Cincinnati, 0., July 13.--The pro-
posed contempt charge against Mayor
Helmboln, of Newport, Ky., which
has been ordered by United States
Judge COchraise because of the may-
or's action in connection with the im-
prisonment of Caleb Powers in the
Newport jail, ha- been dropped after
a long distance telephone talk be-
tween the judge and officials in New-
port. The charge of resisting federal
officers in the performance of their
duties, however, will be pushed, the
mayor ond two policemen who acted
under his orders -being held for ap-
pearance before the United States
commissioner tomorrow.
—James Grallegui, white, was ar-












Just Got Started Missing People
MAYOR YEISER SAYS THAT HE
INTENDS DOING SOME-
THING.
Cumberland Telephone Company Will
Be Compelled to Take Franchise
or Quit Business.
Yesterday in epeaking of the Cum-
,berkand Telephone company refusing
to bid for the franchise put up for its
especial benefit last Monday, Mayor
Yeiser stated that he had jun got
started good and that he intended to
see the runner through. By his ac-
tions and demeanor he indicated that
'he intended to make the' telephone
company take a franchise or `start
something," as he stated he started
the fight and made the corporation
pay 'into the city treasury several
thousand dollars taxes and pole li-
cense they owed, and now intends
making them take a grant
When asked what they intend doing
about the franchise business, none of
the telephone c-omptany's officials will
have anything to say on the subject
outside of the fact that They did not
intend to-bid On the grant put up and
sold last Monday to Lawyer Henry
Hughes, who is the company's attor-
rtey, but chims he bought the fran-
chise for Morganfield people.
As the franchise only brought $20,
and every other franchise sold here
during the past few years has gone
for not less than $soo, the council and
aldermen will next week reject the
salt when the mayor makes report to
than of whist he did.
One city official said yesterday that
the nelephone company was just car-
rying out its customary practice of
bluffing until made to show down, as
they did about paying the taxes last
whitihr When $3,600 was turned over
-to the dry. He continued that if the
company end not legally owe the mon
ey they never would have paid the
mtmicipality, and were justi holding
out until compelled to ac't' He con-
strues their present action in the same
light regarding the franchise, that
company having no grant, and claim-
ing they will not buy any.
A DARING KIDNAPING
Is Planned by Ex-Convicts in New
Mexico.
Denver, Col., July I2.—A dispatch
to the News from Santa Fe, N. M.,
stays:
A plot to abduct•Gov. Otero's eon
has been exposed. Eight ex-convicts
are said to have formed themselves
into a band to carry nut the plot. The
plan was to abduct the governor's son
and carry him into the wilds of the
Ilalpais country in Lincoln county,
where he was to be held for ransom.
The gang, after reaching the Malpais,
intended to inior.m the governor that
if within thirty day, he would *poen
tat a certain place, an enormous sum
of money as ransom and accede to
other demands, his son, would be re-
turned safely, and if the ransom was
not forthcoming and the demands not
acceded to the cost to the governor
would be the life of his sone
Gov. Otero has the mounted police
and secret service of the territory on
the lookout for members of the gaeg,
and will leave no stone unturned until
the entire party is captured.
CUBA IS NOW UP TO DATE.
Immense Electrical Railway System
to Be Equipped.
New York, July I2.—The 'Havana
Central Railway company has award-
ed to a prominent electrical company
contracts for the construction and
equipment in Can, of the largest elec-
trical railway system ever initiated by
American interests outside of the
United States.
The company will build and operate
network of interurban lines, radiat-
ing from the city of liavtena, and cov-
ering an extensive territory in the in-
terior of the island, which has hither-
to been without transportation facili-
ties. About 123 miles will be con-
etructed at first, involving an expend-
iture of about $5,000,000.
The road, besides its passenger traf
ec. will ineugurtite a freight, service.
The power house, to be constructed
in Havana. will generate 7,500 horse
power of electric energy at 91,000
volts, three-phase current.
. r
500 CHINESE ARE DROWNED.
By Collapse of Overcrowded Mat
Shed on Banks of West River.
Victona, B. C., July 12. —News was.
received by the Empress of India of
the drowning of over ecio Chinese as
a result of the collapse of an over-
crowded mat shed on the banks of
the West river. near Canton. Outside
Sztri City, northwest of Canton, a
large gathering had assembled th wit
ness the dragon boat festival. Dense
crowds flocked to the mat then built
over the river.
. The structure gave way and pre-
cipittaten all into the river. A few
seven nhemeelves, hut the others were
drowned.
One %wicked and twenty-six lives
were lost by an explosion of fire
<tamp in a colliery near Cardiff.
Wake', on the ittn.
Three men were killed and five in-
jured in a rock mine near Birming-
ham, Ala Tuesday. There was a se-
rious cave-in. •
TEXAS MAN WANTS TO LO-
CATE JOHN FORD, OF
THIS CITY.
Nothing Yet Heard From Mrs. Jeff
Briney and Her Lover, Tom
Haws, Who Eloped.
Deputy Sheriff William. Lydon yes-
terday received a letter from L. L.
Emery, .of Houeton, Texas, who re-
quested the deputy sheriff to notify
him if anything was known of the
whereabouts 'of John R. Ford who re-
sided in this city during t836. Mr.
Emery did not state why he wanted
to locate Mr. Ford, neither did he
give any iaidditional data excepting
that the other made Paducah his
home during the year mentioned. Mr.
Emery asked that if the deptity sher-
iff did not know of the whereabouts
of Ford, that the Texas man be put
in communication with acme of the
cld residents of this section en that
he could ascertain if they knew any-
thing concerning the man.
Mr. Lydon does not know anything
of Ford, but if anyone is cognizant
of his whereabouts they would prob-
ably confer a favor on Mr. Emery by
notifying him.
Not„-,-Yet Located.
Detectives Moore and Baker have
rrot yet located Tom Haws tend Mrs.
Jeff Briney, the runaway couple who
eloped from near Cunningham, Ky.,
and were last heard of in Union City,
Tenn, The female is a married wo-
man of family who fell in love with
her neighbor, Hews. and ran away
with him. Mir. R. N. Denny. her
father, has been here looking for
them and enlisted the aid of the de-
tectives., who do, not know whether
or not he 19 yet in town, a,s he has not
been seen by them since Wednesday
night
Fall Tournament
GUN CLUB DIRECTORS YES-
TERDAY SELECTED AU-
GUST 15, 16, 17.
Last Day of Meet Big Live Bird
Event Will Be Pulled Off for a
$1,000 Purse.
Yesterday morning Dr. W. L. Hans
bin, president of the Paducah Gun
club, held a meeting of the board of
directors and selected the dates for
the fall tournament to be given here.
The event will consume three days.
August 15th, 16th and 17th. This
pieces it right in the minst of the
time during which the state military
regiments will be holding their an-
nual encampment here with several
thousand soldiers in attendance. By
these arrangerriente the militiamen
will have an opportunity to participate
in the tournament, as many crack
shots are among the state guards,
and will take advantage of the shoot-
ing.
A committee composed of Dr. Hans
bro, Ben Weille and Ambrose Mer-
cer was chosen to make out the pro-
gram of shooting events and also ef-
fect aH other arrangements fee the
tournament that will draw here the
best elicits from over tA world, as
during the last day a big live bird
match will he piffled' -off arid a $T.000
purse 'hung up to be divided among
the winners.
The first two days of the gathering
there will be nothing but target eyelets
while the live bird affair comes off
the 17th, the entrance fee for which
will he $25.
RAILROADER FINED
For Tearing Clothing Off Lottie
Ladd, a White Woman.
John Jones, white, was fined $20
and cons by Judge Sanders in the
police court yesterday nee-wing on the
charge of tearing some clothing off
Lottie Ladd, at• a West Court street
resort during a flee. The accused is
an employe of the Illinois Central
nroad, and refusing to give his right
name for fear of ekning his job, he
eave a fictitious new.
Joe Brener was fined $t and costs
for being drunk.
Charles Young was fined $ao and
costs for disorderly conduct.
A man named Sullivan and J. Frank
Potts were fined $1 and -costs each
for being drunk.
IS KILLED BY OFFICERS.
Leitchfield Man Is Slain While Re-
sisting Arrest.
Leithfient, Ky., July 12.—A. D. Mc-
Cure, son of James P. McClure, the
leading jeweler of this place, was
shot and &Med by either Deputy
Sheriff W. H. Coppage or Night Merr-
shal T. L. Baird last night about to
o'clock while trying to resist arrest
He in the meantime cut Deputy Cop-
page under the left ear, inflicting a
wound Which may prove serious. Me-
anie was ender the influence of
whisky. Coroner, W. R. Sheet zer
will bold an inquest this morning. It
is not known who fired the shot that
killed him, As both were king at
snort range.
Never to Return.
New Missionary—Can you tell me
what ha, become of my predecessor?




PRAISE FOR i FAMOUS MEDICINE
77 Repairs Ordered i
"IT SUFI) MY LIFE
Mrs. Willatisse Ts l How She Tried Lydia
E. Pinkhames VIetable Compoued lust
in Time.
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:,
Dear Mrs. Pinktuun :—
"I can truly say that you have saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude to
you in words.
"Before I wrote to you, telling you bow 1
hit, I had doctored for over two years steady
and spent lots of money on medicines besides,
but it all tailed to help me. My monthly
Hods had ceased and I suffered much
with fainting spells, headache, backache
bowleg-down pains, and I was so weak I
could hardly keep around. As a last resort
I decided to write you and try Lydia K. Pik-
barn's Vegetable Compound, and I am so
thankful t I did, far after following your
Instructions, which you sent me free or an
my monthly periods started; I am
and in whet health. Had it not
been for you I would be in my grave today.
"1 sinosralerzigtrust that this may lead
'eery Aar woman in the country to
write you for help as I did."
When women are troubled with ir-
regular or painful menstruation, weak-
ness, leucorrhcea, displacement or ul-
ceration of the womb, that bearing-
down feeling, inflammation of the ova-
ries, backache, flatulence, general de-
bility, indigestion and nervous prostra-
tion, they should remember there is
one tried and true remedy. Lydia R,
Pink hates Vegetable Compound atones
remov s such noublen
No ottn - female medicine in the world
has received such widespread and un-
qualified endorsement. Refuse all sub-
stitutes.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has guided
thousanda to health. Address, Lynn.
Maaa.
Bridges Sere
CAME DOWN TO SIGN UP
MORE CONTRACTS WITH
CITY.
The Work Along Third Street Is
PrOgressing Very Slowly, State
City Officials.
Contractor Exiwin Bridges, of •,.ehe
Irm that is reconstructing Third
street from Kentucky avenue to Btitekd
street, arrived here yesterday morn-
ing and will he in the city for a few
days. He come, to sign the contract
with the city for the concrete side-
walks his firm will lay on both sides
of Jefferson from Second to Ninth.
Kentucky avenue from First to Ninth
and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth streets
from Kentucky avenue to Jefferson
street. He was awarded that work
when the contracts for reconstructing
those streets were recently awarded.
Mr. Bridges is to also do the brick
street work on Jeffereen from Second
to F5fttr, and the avenne from First
to Fourth, arrangements having been
made -when the areuracts were recent-
ly awarded that the Southern Bine
lithic company would get the contract
for all the new work, outside side-
walks, but nelet to Bridges- the con-
tract for the brick street work, while
the bitulithic people will do the bitu-
lithic work that is intended for the
avenue from Fourth to Ninth, Jeffcr
snn from Fifth to Ninth and Ninth.
Seventh and Sixth from the avenue
te Jefferson street.
There does not seem to be much
doing along Third street, as a glance
up and down the thoroughfare Avows
or men at work. Of course the rain
has interfered considerably, but the
board of public Works is of the opin-
ion that the operations are not going
forward_ aes rapidly se they should, be-
cause at this slow pace the contractor
will not get done all vvinter.
ONE DEAD; ANOTHER DYINO.
Boone County Feud Results in a
' Tragic Encounter.
-
Cincinnati, July 12.—George Ritcte
en a farmer, surrendered to Sheriff
Allphen, of Bonne county, at Hebron.
yesterday, and is 'held on a charge of
killing William Smith, a grocer, and
probably mortally wounding John
Warner, Smith's father-in-taw. The
tragedy was the culmination of a feud
of several months, the men meeting
and renewing their quarrel last night.
Smith died at midnight and Warner's
death is expected hourly. Both men
eere terribly cut with a, knife.
PLAN FOR MEMORIAL HALL.
Washirigton, July 12.—ft is propos-
ed to add a second story to the Vita
cennes federal building, now in Ingo-
cess of construction, in order that the
upper floor may be need as a Ceinete
Rogers Clark memorial hall, sehtne
mementoes of the farnotte explorer
may be gathered from ill parts of the
compass. Congreseman Cheney, of
Indians, is urging this project. but the
ccneract for a one-etory building has
been let, and plans probably will not
be changed.
THE BOARD OF WORKS AFTER
THE &RICK STREET CON-
TRACTORS
Order Issued Yesterday to Contractor
Patterson and to Contractor Ter-
rell.the Day Before.
Yesterday the board of public
works ordered City Solicitor Edward
Puryeart to serve official notice upon
Contractor William H. Patterson, the
surviving member of the firm of Pat-
terson. Sz Porteous, then his tiem must
repair -the bad places- in the brick
street work along Broadway from
First to Fifth streets. The non-tractor
will be given live days within which
to complete the undertaking and then
if it ie not done probabilities arc the
municipality will have - the work done
arid compel Mr. Patterson to pay for
same.
The board of works claims that
there are many bad places in the
brick week and sameshall be repaired
immediately. This does not include
'the concrete sidewalk- laid alongside
the brick work on this thoroughfare
by these contractors, as the had
places in the pavements were repaired
last spring.
During Wednesday's meeting the
board issued the same order to Con-
tractor F.,d C. Terrell who laid tithe
brick streets on Fifth, Fourth end
Third from Jefferson to Kentucky
avenue, anti on Second from Jefferson
to Broadway. Many bad places exist
in this work also
GRAFT PREVAILS
THROUGH NATION.
Reperts From Correspondents Show
Officials Accused in Majority
e Of States.
Chicago, July 13.—The Tribune re-
ports from many states in the union
show that graft prevails throughout
the nation. The Tribune says:
lflow widespread is the grafting by
public officials throughout the Unit-
ed- States and the slow awakening of
the public to a realization of the ex-
tent to which officials are profiting
by the fund's of taxpayers and from
the extortion of bribes and perqui-
sites from those who would enrich
therneeivee at the expense of the
community, is: revealed by telegraph
dispatehes from the various states.
From time to time within the last
few month, have ,come scattering tel-
egrams telling of the indictment of
public officials for the betrayal of
their trust's, of the failure of banks
througn mismanagement that some-
times barely escaped criminal pros-
ecution, and the league of supposed
enforcers of the laws who break the
taws. But probably there has. been
little realization of such widespread
graft throughout the nation as is re-
vealed by the investigation ,ummar-
ized in the Tribune this morning.
The reports from correspondent's
show that ire fully two-thirds of the
states of the union 'graft is prevail-
ing on a wholesale scale and that the
flagrant offenses have aroused the
victims to demand and inflict punish-
ment.
Legislators Guilty of Bribery.
In some states it is found that leg-
islator, have been Frailty of accept-
ing bribes. in California they have
been expelled and one ba-e been sent
to jail. In other states, as in Arkan-
ale, they are under indictment In
many, as in New York, favor, are
admittedly a matter of barter and
vale.
In New Orleans and other cities it
is found that the police are leagued
with criminals to prey upon the law
abiding citizens, and in °t-here, as in
Philadelphia, politicians have grown
rich from the earnings of disreputa-
ble dives. In scores of cities the
City administrations are uncovering
practices that were suspected but
now revealed.
Prominent citizen* are being
brought to !harm before those who
have been tasu-ght to regard their pro-
bity as anove reproach, and they
stand before their- fellow citizenv as
pervcrters of nietice and instigators
of violation's of the laws for their
private profit. In Oregon a senator
of the United States hap been con-
victen and conereesinien are on trial.
Only Six States Above Suspicion.
The inquiry develops that in only
eleven elates' is there no charge of
graft or investigation threatening.
But among thone exempt are Colo-
rado, which has retently been the
scene of tremendous ballot fraudin
Delaware, wbove electorate is notor-
iously corrupt; Klentuelay, Where,
however, a governor was shot not
many months ago to prevent his in-
auguration; Mississippi, Where more
thanehalf the citizens are disfranchis-
ed; Montana, where politics ie mere-
ly a struggle between level copper
kings. Of those exempt only six
really stand with clear skirts-.--viz;
Geornia, Iowa, Maine, Maestecnii-
setts+, Michigan and Notith Carolina.
Able to Go Alone.-
The angular, hard-featured, seinpos
sessed matron was picking her way
across the crowded enreet when the
policeman wit the largest waist nn-
del-tor-e to assist her.
She whiecked him across the face
with a big umbrella.
"You have no right to grab a lady
by the arm, sir 1" she said. "Resides
my vaccination is taking."—Chietgo
Tribune.
THE GLOBEBANK & THUS.
Of Paductsda, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $11515,m
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. ID
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business Solicits your deposits. Pa)
P er mat per annum on time certifiteate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year ae to sise. You carry your







Do you want a first class Job by an
expert !workman? if.tlyou do, take
it to
lohn ). 13leich, jeweler.




Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
thene++4-4-4-4.4-541
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, [Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.














This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball






& Jackson Sts. phone 231
A Clay Sts., phone 38.
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The Russian emperor i said to
have flatly declined to apl, Tint
Witte as the bead of the enace nsis-
pion, although strong influences were
brought to 'bear in White's behalf.
Dr. L. D. Sanders,
Ilpecleist as Dineeses
JAY& EAR, NOSE MID THROML
Ryes Tested, - - - Maws Fitted.
Office Hours: II a. in. to 4 p. as
Truaheart Building, Rear Ofbce
Padocals. — - Kentucky.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Oruro with Drs. Rivers & Rivas;
120 North Fifth. Both Phoney ale.
Reeklenee MST Clay Old phone rdes
McFadden, the Photographer,
still takes the !ead. Photography is
elf its beauty of style and finish at
tie gatkry, Broadway, Paducah























ERS WILL BE HELD
41 JULY 26-27.
It Supt. Leib and Family Leave Soon
for Sojourn—State Fund Allows
$3.25 This Year.
One week from 'today the sunfmer
normal school fior the white public
tiNvithers comes to a close at the
Washington building after haring run
six weeks. The Week following Su-
perintendent C. M. Leib, of the .pub-
lic school., will then hold at that
building the examination for the
teachers. The examirtuticons will he
:held Wednesday and Thursday, the-
25th and 46th of this month, end at
that time all the public school teach-
ers in the city will be tested in their
knowledge and sciiool work. The
teachers want the examinations in or-
der to try and raise their general per-
centage granted them on their cer-
tificates the last time they were ex-
amined. Those teachers out of the
c:ty and the new of.ines coming here
horn other places to teach next year,
will he given an examination during
August after they come back from
their summer vacations, most of them
away the outside normal in-
aftlnlions. These coming examine-
Liners arc for the white instructres
a'rone, and thout.e for the colored teach
:ers have not yet been ahanged. In
ithe ixamitrations the superintendent
be asoisted by Professor W. H.
Sugg and Miss Emmet Morgan.
Takes Vacation.
The last of this month Superintend-
ent Leib intends gs.ring to the Ozark
mountains- for a several weeks' vaca-
tion in order to resit up after a Wen-
t . nous twelveznorrths' service. His wife
and child will go to Chictago for a












There are eleven teachers attend-
ing the eokred normal school being
conducted at the. building on Eighth
and Ohio streets by Professor Ben-
ton. Today they close the first week
of their school which will continue
for one ris-uth, and the deep interest
they are taking in same is very grati-
fying to the officials in charge of the
city and county schools.
• New Buildings.
Work di fini-bing up the inside of
the two additional rooms is coming
*king nicely at the colored school
building on North Ninth at Boyd
street. At the Mechanicsburg- build-
the contractors continue suffering
s‘delays on account of not being able
to get their material as rapidly as
they should. The timbers are of es-
pecial size and quality and every few
days they have to knock off work un-
til more material comes.
Steel School Fund. •
State Superintendent James Fuqua',
of the public schools., has sent out
frinn Frankfort information that this
year the city and county schools all
over Kentucky will receive $325 nut
of the state school'fund for every int-
habitant of school age residing in the
respective counties and municipalities.
This is the !newel amount ever if-
lowed fire eschichild, last year it be-
ing $2.95. As Paducah has about 6,-
000 people of school age *hie means
IL. C. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Rooms st6 and 24. Fraternity Was



















Room No. 3, Columlia Btu
Dr. B. B. Uriffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aso at residence. Office heurs
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 p. in.; 7 tO g p. na.





J. V. GRIEF. Mr
3ig Kentucky ave.---Tel. p6-red
WOOD•
Dry Hickory Stove
Wood, $1.25 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
ly ior cash. Telephone
442, old phone.
LE. Bell olt• Sons.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
she will get something in the neigh-
borhood of $ifi.000 out of the state ti
'fund.
DIED IN GERMANY.
Head of St. Louis' Leading Drug
Houses Dies Suddenly.
St. Louis, July 13.—Christian F. G.
Meyer, president of the Meyer Bros.
Drug company, died yesterday after-
noon tat Hamburg, Germany, while on
a tour of Europe. He was accorn-
ptnied by his wife.
Mr. Meyer departed April I, to
- make a tour of Europe during the
/trimmer. He expected to return in
September. A. F. Fohne.1, a repre-
tentative of the drug company, is at
Carlsbad and will go to Hamburg to
take "urge of the body.
The news of his death came as a
great shock to his family and friends.
as he left St. Louis in the best of
health, and from letters received from
him since he stated that he was feel-
ing well.
Mr. Meyer was one of the best
known S. Louis business men. He
Was born in Westphalia-, Prussia, in
1R30.
IN AN OLD SAFE.
Two Thousand Dollars, a Gold Watch
and Half a Gallon of Whisky.
(Murray Ledger.)
Mr. W .F. Owsley, Jr., son of the
,late Judge W. F. Ovvsley, of 11-tirks-
ville, this week opened an old iron
safe belonging to his father and' which
WA'S found to contain $2,000 in gold,
a costly gold watch and half a fraltion
of whisky.
The old safe had formerly been used
by its owner in his hank dining the
war, and had since stood in the vault
of the_ old building, unopened on ac-
count of the key being lot. Those
who are a position ;tin know any-
thing tah t the matter say it hats been
many years oince the safe was opened




. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE ir 20 Noetu FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sod Mee 253
j. R. Headrick. 3.0. Millar
HENDRICK A MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. 533 1-3 Broanwel'•
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.




For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture as
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
tits to aig South Third St
FLOUli•NOY & REE)
WYERS






Extreme.), bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the follow4ng
special occastoina:
Athens, Ga.—Sumner school, June
28, I905.
Knourville, Tana.--Sernarter school,
'use ao--juty 58, upos.
Konteitgie, Tenn.--litionteargle
Training school, July 3—Aug. za, r905
Montengle, Tarun--Wornan's con-
gress, AUE. lb.--t15,, 1935.
Nashville, Term.—Peabody colhige,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inertrtute, _Tyne 14—Aug. g, 1905.
Oxford, Wise —Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug p.1905.
Re..bruond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.--Sucurier school
for teachers, June 16—Asly 28, igos.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets wiP be sold to
these points from all stations on tbe
Southern radway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
way or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the underairsiod.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. T'AYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P.
Louisve, K3a.




If you wens your cio:hert cleaned,
aped or repaired, take them to K. C.
Roe., 3en South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples kr tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
Louis Clerk the Sow* Seibold
arem grocer, is vole ague for Bet-
as Creek sessiarrines health fonds of




S. P. POOL, Paraseer
MIT NANCE. Asst.
,sog baulk ?hied Sweet.
Reeldeses over ewe.
Both Pleases iro --Prises Reeeessekes
Clerk's Greek Confectiosary sod
!rub 9tors has a fine Line of Freaks,
Andies, Oranges ace Bananas. Tips
Chespeopt place is Parietals. 3oa
E. H. PURY Edtk
ATTORNEY-A7-LAW,
Roans and 6 Resister Sundaes,










zoo Room Motet--High and Dry arid
Well Vest:Dated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEIM OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNCING, AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
NESTS B0111 FOR TYE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAYLROAD6.
'Bus Line Meets ail Trains.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTE! FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 3ss
Office Hourst 8 to is a. in., I i0 3
p. in.and 7 to g p. tn.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
*MM.
NOTIeE!-E
Highest price paic for second-hand
toVes co2 cl
Fztarpitarte.
Buy anything and sell everything
thr8-220 Court at. Old phone -305
Clem Frafisioii,
-41
illeviag wagon in ceneircika.
Ilk Star Steam I.
corrinceickd b; al
work done by than,
mid best.
...unary is aag1117




Ity can make it to'
on Siolriu Laths au
Mt'• C. 1/
r'lade-wood.
• On. Get lance,
ee4nok-s
No Heat Now
To catme—the-freah paint so
Palming done now will stay painted
4 we do the work.
Warren & Son, t, North Sixth
Phone 541-A.






Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal 4_,
in Paducah. Get our pri-






Mittsburg Coal Co. 
 0.0
...,•••••••S
• • •• 4
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant -
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-
DLES AND, INI FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. I
MBYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.




AiltrAki REAL MA' 1.111,TERN KIIPITUCKY FARMS. FAA
soNTHILY PAYNT LOTS FOR DIVESTMENT. WESTERN
KEINTUICatICSAL BSTAT1 JOURNAL PM PRIGS Lre  
TO EVERYBODY. SEND PW 'I.
wt.:Jig W. WAITTIRAIVICK.. ead.,••••.•%.
 =CM
A. S. DABNEY..
--DSN* 1' 18 T—
Truerm..rt
For perfeenion coo, parity MO&
El* Dream elle Agar.
HEATING
Hot Water gm Steam
I have the fecilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or laits‘e so why not let me make
you an estimorte on what it will eoet to have it done in the right











St. Louis and Teneseee River Pack-
et company—the cheapmt and beat
excursion out cri Clachiseak.
$8.00 for the Round
Irtp to lestessee river
and reborn.
It is a trip of pleasure, eoadon
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. boats leave each
Wednesday and Satawday at 5 p. in.
Doe dater information apply to Jae:
Illespr, Superintendent; Frank
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
it ossiesspethist.)




The real estate agents, has ermines
worth of city property few sale and
thirty-five bunts: also three safes.
H ouse* for eat
Telephsne, old, adds.
Subsexibis For The Register.
Henry Hammen. !r., the reliabli
hook manufacturer, Blank Book.
Job and Kdition binding. The onl)
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty. ,
MIWNE.M.
J. W. Orr is tame every day wait-
ing on his many cretrouiers. His
Wahl is constantly growirag and he
is pokily deserving to it. Third
The BlIgasc Store, 3oe Broadway, is
nailing Special We priees on Ladies'
Uirthrwear. The ladies of Paducah
wit do tisS to take, abrastage of it
At the head of the class, Elk?
Peelle soc Cigar.
.01•••••••••••••••
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One Week  io
Anyone Ming to receive this paper
regularly should report the smatter to
The Register pace at once. Tel.-
one lie.
Friday Morning, July le, rope.
Railway Building.
According to statistics given in the
Railway Age of railroad conosuction
in the United States during the first
six months of the present year, show
' .4  general falling off in the amount of
track laid. The number of miles of
road actually constructed in this time
was only 1,284 miles, as compared
-with 1,937 in the same time last year
and 2,221 in the first six months of
1903. Some - 'road wass constructed in
thirty-six of the forty-fist states that
constitute the Union, New England
being the only section in which no
track was laid, while more than half
of the new road was in the South and
Southwest.
Railroad building has been more
active for severtil years in the South
and Southwest than in any other parts
of the es-Aunty, but the South is still
deficient int railroad inikage as com-
pared with other sections of the coun-
try. The number of miles of railroad
in the South is only about one-sev-
enth of that in the entire country.
The older Southern stbtes, compared
with those directly north of them, are
*till deficient in railroads.'
The lack of proper "head work"
clearly lost yesterday's game of ball
for Paducalls., With three Mell on
bases and Only one man out and a
poot batter at the plate what was the
proper chin to have done was ficr the
4,4e9 to hive either hit the ball, if
he could, or waited for his base on
balls, or even stood up end struck out
there being a ferst-class and quite safe
batter due next at the plate.
Certainly it Was no place to do
the bunting act, Which at best makes
a ch-uble play, as Was the case yester-
day, as easy as "falling * off a log."
Another oversight; if great risks were
to be accepted, was in not letting the
man on third play s?blff enough to dart
for the plate as the ball was being
t bunted if nothing else but a bunt was
considered the thing. It is clear some
tx play the "squeese act",
and got the tables turned to the dis-
grst of the fans and others in the
grand stand. It is never safe to lose
your head in a ball game.
The administration at Washington
is clearly up against it hard. Though
not out of the woods regarding sev-
eral scandals it is now said that rev-
elations of enormous grafts in the
government printing, office are ex-
pected that wilt rival the postoffice
frauds and the agricultural depart-
ment leaks. And yet the president is
not at the seat of government and
the "roaster" of the cabinet, Mr.
Taft, is off on a junketing trip to the
Philippines,. Mr. Root, secretary of
state to be, can't you 'comae to the sal-
vation of the people, and the govern-
'meet for that? You are declared par
excellent ,at reorganizing and "toot-
....v. fa.
ing" too, and as you are to he given
some extra duties why not take on
all the affairs .of the country? It
seems to be up to you.
Now that ths presidet t. has given
crders for a close and full investiga-
tion of the .leak in the agricultural
department, it is to be hoped he will-
not call off hi:4 "dogs" of justice, as
he did when the investeigntion Of the
rebating of the Santa Fe Railroad
company was under way. His desire
to let no guilty man escape should be
the rule and not the exception, and,
until it is clear that this is to be the
case the country will fear he may
find a "Morton" friend in the leak-
age woodpile if the department of
jestke goes to the very bottom. If
this should prove the case the work
would prove all for nothing, of
course.
• 
The weather wise are saying that
the opinion the people hold that this
is the wettest July ever seen is wrong
and they are quoting records of July,
1875, when over sixteen inches - of
water is said to have fallen over Ken-
tucky, to correct the claim mention-
ed. Well, the month has over a half
to go yet and in that time a second
flood which seems possible if not
probable—may visit the state. It
would appear that the disputants
have spoken a few days too quick to
get full credit for their wisdom.
• 
Russia's newest named envoy
to the Washington Russ-Japanese
peace conference is one of the most
liberal statesmen and one of the most
capable men in the country. He de-
clined several times to accept the
honor of being one of the plenipoten-
tiaries until the peace advocates of
th# country solicited him to serve
and the czar had given him complete
powers In view of the man's high
standing and his ability and his de-
sire for peace the general world as
well as Japan is pleasext at the se-
lection nuide.
Isn't it singolar how every man
"a ill talk shop." There is Gen. Rob-
of England, who says his coun-
try needs a big army for protection.
Our own Admiral Dewey says the
United States needs a big navy for
protection. Every other man would
no doubt recommend that interest or
calling with which he is closest con-
nected as a benefit without doubt. It
would certainly i be "shop" with any
and every one of them.
IS* contended by many papers and
persons that Judge Coclwan's trans-
fer of the Powers case from the state
to federal courts- is a slap at state's
rights. Well, wasn't the court, of ap-
peals' three reversals of the findings
of the lower cote ss a slap at alleged
-justice? Now which was the worst
reflection?
Wham In. age to do with a sten-
ographer if ability is to be the
guage? It is tree that the advertise;
who wants to know the age of would-
be place applicants may know what
he wants, but it is doubdul. Perhaps
the ,ex was meant.
Though his name, that of M. Witte,
eould seem to the contrary there is
He more serious man in Russia that
the czar's newest appointee to the
Washington peace conference. In
this instaace there is a paradox in the
envoy's name.
Grafters are not barren. They are
a very fruitful class. They are of the
stock which -beget the inmates of
penitentiaries very largely.
CHURCH PICNIC.
Nice Time Had By Primary Depart-
ment—Church Social.
A most delightful time was had yes
txrday at Wallace park by those of
the primary department of the Broad-
way Methodist church Sunday school.
Qtute a inmsber of the little tots were
out and had a most -majoyable time.
Mite Society Meets.
This afternoirri at 3 o'clock the La-
dies' Mite society of the First Bap-
tist church will meet with Mts. Ed-
ward L. Atkins, at her home in Ar-
ca d
Church Social.
This evening the Mlethodist chnrch
of Mechanicsburg will give an ice
cream and cake social upon their
lawn fronting the church. They have
arranged for a delightful time for
their friends
Important.
Miss Rosebud—Why did you make
such a fuss when Charlik kissed you
in the conservatory? Were you
shrieking for help?
Miss Oldgirl—No, for wiatilesses.--
Life.
PRESIDENT ORDERS THAT HE
AND OTHERS BE
STOr UP.
While the Agricultural Department
Leak Is Beirok Investigated b3e
Department of Justice.
Washington, July 13.—President
Roosevelt has been much displeased
because an arrest was not Made long
ago in connection with the leakage of
cotton-crop reports. It is said 'Mr.
Roosevelt ordered. the arrest of Ed-
win S. Holmes, Jr si yet Mr. Holmes
is still a tree man, superxising his
building operations a nd his eZtensive
business 'affairs.
The disposition of Secretary Wil-
son to let Mr. Holmes go free was
the principal thing, it was itta•Ved,
Which induced the president to lift
the whole affair out of the hands of
the secretary of agriculture and to
issue orders to the department of jtis-
tice to spare nio pains or expenseszti
pick to the bottom of the affairs of
the crop reports.
Instructions given to District At-
rtiorney Beach by Solicitor General
HOyt are to investigate all things- con
nected with the bureau of statistics.
He is not to confine himself to a
mere swch for persons who took
pert in the sale of government crop
reports. He is teego into all matters
of administration in convection with
the bureau. He is to investigate ev-
erybody in the bureau. His province
i4 to go into the private as well as
the public lives of the officials, to as-
certain whether they have been living
beyond their income, and if so,
whence the money has come.
Mr. Beach will also investigate "the
woman in the case," atibd ascertain
what connecticn, if any, she has had
with the disclosure of the crop re-
ports, with the ascendency of Mr.
11.011ne'S in the bureau of stati-tics,
and with the indifference of 'Me. Hyde
to the leaks which have steadily oc-
curred during the last two or three
years.
The investigation is to be concluct-
ed secretly and Mr. Beach annoturceel
today: "My mouth will he closed frcitii





Thief Brought Back Wheel of Dr.
Horace Rivers After Taking a
Ride—Anothfr Gone.
'
Among the thieves an epidemic of
bicycle stealing seems to have brok-
en loose, as many bikes have been
taken during the past few- days.
Yesterday Detective Moore recov-
ered the wheel that was .stolen ser-
ial nights ago from Walter Sullivan
at the Palmer. The young man had
left it standing there and yesterday
the sleuth found the bike on the
houseboat of Henry Ronde'', color-
ed, moored at the foot of Washing-
ton !street beside the river front
docks of the Pittsburg Coal com-
pany. Ronde% being watchman for
the plant. He stated he bought the
wheel feran some party, giving him
$2.25 for it. Sullivan is the young
rrA- n formerly connected with the
credit cortripany.
The same night this bike was stol-
en, another was taken, it being that
of Dr. Horace Rivers, and was stol-
en from the front porch of his. of-
fice located in the residence between
The Palmer and, the Kentucky the-
atre The thief satisCed his desire
to ride 25' the next day the wheel
was brought hack and placed on the
porch again and left, without it be-
ing discovered who the thief was.
Mr. James Weille. the clothier,
yesterday reported to the police that
the evening before his bicycle was
stolen from the front porch of his
residence on North Eivhth street,
where he left same for the night.
A .Law Suggested.
(lopkinsville Kentuckian.)
Leicingtem is enforcing s law pro-
hibiting horses wild c • tki e from
grazing on the street; with a fine
that may go as high as $5o. This goes
Oon is becoming a live issue Mien the
cities of the stake and it would not he,
sits-prising to see the next legislature
undertake to re jg ate cattle on pub-
ic -
f
  highways. ify general law. A
her chmettlf he' na making the own
ere of lire stock Ibehle for all *Wage




The I. R Co. had a mart here
last week looking over the route be-
tween here and the Tennessee river
bridge to see whether or not it would
pay to run a road into this place. We
don't know what kind of a report be
will make, but we are satisfied- *hat if
he made a thorough investigation his
report will not be adverse.
Hotter Weather.
Yesterday was a dryer and, warmer
day and last night was dose. The
indientiona are 'itt the trot wave
.which has been fell elsenbeee in t
country for several days is about teV
swoop down upon this section. Thi.
prediction for today is: tct warmer
I weather. •
WM' •Mir. 1•111•411••.a.
Art • 4, • 1 •• • • e, Iv% v. n*A• •
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an pp-to-date and well stocked hardwar : de-
partment for our establishment, andlire „carrying - a mamm h
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttleryjinware,t,Woodenware,  Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact it line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the.:best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling•and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
After Germany
TO PLAY FOR EVEN A TARIFF
WAR IS THREATENED.
Proposers Believe They Have Way
to Worst Germany in Game \
Against This Country.
(Washington Special.)
-Commercial retaliation against Ger-
many for her recent hostility toward
the United States is likely to be a
question of large magnitude during
the next session of congress, in the
belief of students of current develop-
ments in tariff and general commer-
cial affairs.
The proposal of the maxinrum and
minimum tariff is known to be re-
ceiving serious consideration in most
influential quarters. By gving Great
Britain the benefit of all minimum,
in return for her policy of free ac-
ceptance of all our goods and by im-
posing the maximums on all goods
received at our ports from Germany,
the double purpose would be served
of punishing Germany and discour-
aging the Chamberlain movement in
Great
The effects of s#11r a plan, it
urged, would titan& these effective
retailiations against Germany: re-
ducing the amount of Germany's ex-
ports to this fountry; increa9ing En-
gland's exports to this country by
giving lwr the chance to do the tinn-
iness Germany is now doing; con-
vincing Flritain that she can get a
square commercial deal without in-
augurating the Chamberlain policy.
which would favor the colonies as
against the United State,: protecting
our growing trade with Canada
against the possible blight that woold
follow inauguration of a British tar-
iff union, gieitng. England preference
over this country in Canada's mar-
kete; forting an "gene in Germany as
between the agrarian, and the in-
dustriaS, which would probably se-
cult in a more moderate tariff policy
in that country, to our ultimate great
advantage.
Continenta: Europe is engaged in
a warfare of tariffs, in which the
United State, is receiving the samt
treatment that she is according to
(thee countries. Germany is just at
present the most extreme high tariff
country, but is not much behind
some of the other's. Germany is a
good customer of America, but ad-
vocates of reprisal point out that she
is Inspired not by a disposition of
comity, but by her necessities. She
buy, What she can't get elsewhere.
rot of the things which America
bey• freer, Germany, Great Britain is
a:scs a pn ;timer. Suppose the present
tariff rare: were reduced 20 per cent.
as a rniainnun and maintained where
they are now as a maximum, and all
the maxinsume were charged against
Germany and the -benefit of all the
oinimono given to England. 'The
result would be, it is said, th1rt Brit-
ain vvould ket a large proportior,17Of
be business that Germany is now
.iing with obis countrya
,German• sales of u)Snnfactszre,ton
9 siderwout# fall tit-and Engiund's
old .1"sentga.o:ur leeet frieisdl and
1114.it4". wsMi 6en44.t,
st*Nlletermitteli," ruirriCiali antag-
onist would stiffer. The effect on
Germany would almost certainly bl
secriottelle to discourage any sotto
er nations in any designs of com-
mercial hostility they might be en-
tertaining.
At the came itime, it is- pointed
out, our exports/ to Germany would
nee suffer in anything/like the pro-
portion that Germany's sa4es to us
would suffer, simply because Ger-
many is already .restrioting her pur-
chases to us absolutely to, those
hinge, she cannot get elsteWhere.
Chairman Morton. of the Equitable
Life Assurance storinty, has annotinc-
a cut all alonstrifie line of the solo
lilties paid the c;fficialo of the society.




Admission—General, e3c; Ora ad &seed, 33c; Box teats, doc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
Injunction Suit
JUDGE REED WILL CALL COL-
LgGE SUIT THIS AFTER-
NOON.
Chief Collins Ordered Lawyer to
Hold Up Suit He Threatens
Against News-Democrat.
•
Yesterday on the ,tut being filed
by Milton Finch against the Drat/gh-
ee bit...inc.* college, in the circuit
court, Judge W. NV. Reed set the pro-
ceeding for hearing this morning, but
as he has to go to Benton on a case
he wilt not be able to take the local
proceeding up until this afternoon
about 3 olckock. This is the pokIenn
where Finch paid tuition t attend
the school and claims expelled
him because he did not peri all
his bookkeeping work at the co
rooms. He enjoins Prof. Draughon
to compel the latter to reinstate him.
New Trial Refused.
Justice Jesse 'Young yesterday
heard the application of Hannah Da-
vidson, colored, for a new trial.
which was refused her. The court
then suspended the $5 fine against the
negress, pending her plod behavior.
She was fined for threatening to do
Mr d'e Lucy Young, white, bodily
harm
Suit Held Up.
Chief James Collins, of the police
force has instructed Isis attorney,
Thomas Crice, to 'hold up the suit
he claims he will file against the
News-Democrat Publishing Company
for $1o.000  on the ground that the
paper published articles referring to
im as a thug. Captain Joe Wood
filed his action against the paper the
first of this week.
Bankrupt Proceeding.
Yesterday in the John B. Hobson
bankrupt proceeding. Referee E. W.
Bagby held a meeting 'of the bank-
rupt ad witnesses, and took differ-
ent proof needed in the matter.
Commissioner Sells.
s Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
•seiR tomorrow morning sell property
nd stock at the county courthouse,
suant to orders'in alit circuit court
casief•tried. t •
Inlhe suit of Sudie SjiiiitAtn against
Ohaiiies E.*Ceridley he 0**bl 26 1-3
elapt9 of stock befClay Iftitlivan in
the Driskill Postinile"Augur com-
pany.
In the proceeding of Rhodies-dlur-
ford against Mgt. Grcjekelt he will
sell defendant's household goods.
LOUISVILLE REPUBLICANS.
Lioni,rville, Ky., July 13—The re-
publican convention which will be
held here Monday will decide whether
or not the republicans shall unite with
independent democrats in a fusion for
city and County offices or nominate a
straight republican. tictcet. It is be-
lieved the fusion plan will go through
with ocmparatively little (iis.)oii!ion.
J. T. O'Neal, democrat, wl just Ieb4s.a
been ncrrninnted by tie* Oty 7htle wit'
head the ticket for mitycie.
to select delegates teethe colt/en:its-ft
will be held Saftirdaie
For Sixty Days
We will make you prices on Watch-
es, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Dia-
monds, and guarantee to save you 30
per cent.
Rogers A a. Teaspoons, replier
Si.", grade, 73c a ant Engraving free.
Rogers' Knives and Forks at Ilan
• set.
A Waltham or Elgin jewel move-
$8.50.
other bargains.
merit, so year case,
Startling Tragedy Take* Place on a
Small Trading Schooder.
"Nev• Orleana, , _i4., Juit., .—The
N o ryt egia rt" et eamar Bratte pt. H.
I iglus, from 44C4e;linnduri r•-ports
a startling tragedy on the small trad-
ing schooner Olympia, bound from
Utilla for Truxillo„fili Ruatan, to
Ware:base eattk. 1"4e triw and paese.n
gets—twelve in alt—were murdered
by a negvo named Robe McGill:a- .,it
wlitri escaped by triannmi aehdre al- ' , J 1....-. 4capt one partenget, * . ing ,„,,,4 r
ter having been itruck on thenosad
with a boat oar. IstbeGill it l'resident
of Utilla. He shot 411ihis mit 4rns.s.4e i ..%
Also forced one oi.,thertfew` of QM:. ,
schooner to scuttle her and then also
shot him. Meijillatacaped whore in
a dory arkewas subisequently captured
at El Provence Honduras. The cap-
ttiii. of the, lympia had 6,400 in -his-•
Don't forget the place
3: Broadway.
Twenty Years'













IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU- -
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, ;go; RESIDENCE. stb.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY:
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH.
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,.
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT--
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
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BAD JUDGMENT GAVE FIRST
1, GAME TO THE VISIT-
ING TEAM.
\ 
CAIRO TOOK ANOTHER ONE













/ 'Vincennes 2, Paducart.14
Cairo 4, Princeton 3.













The Indians eger s gone
in the first in Itilh Likes
made two runs. It was a royal bat-
tle and full of excitement. Johnny
Duggan and Weldon Sourh were pit-
eed against each other, and South
had decidedly the be, si the argu-
ment. The same old trtierY fieflows—
iouth had his hoodoo.
Paducah bad opportunities to win,
bat why the team did not was a sub-
ject of discussion last night. Some
fans think Capt. Gilligan made a mis-
take in having South to bunt in the
-eventh indhore on whose 'bunt a
doable play resulted The bags were
full in this pacticular inning with but
An out, Potts being on third. *Potts
got a slow lead off and was caught
at the plat. If he had started with
the delivery 61 the ball possibly he
would have scored, and again he
might have not. At any rate Potts
was an easy out at the plate and
%WI was doable() at first. Some
fans believe dal South should have
lelt the hall out. At that the same
play might have taken place. Re-
ardless of how the play should have
been made Agtedame ass s dand.ye.
nd had tfit-Icirs on edge from start
s finish.
eegain in the eighth inning Gilligan
verran third base with only one out
and was caught. It is a question
whether he could have made home.
He turned back and was put ont.
Wilkinson started the first inning
by walking. Hahn sacrificed. Coop-





And similar summer bowel dis-
orders demand prompt atten-
tion. Such attacks should be




Quickly stops diarrhoea, dysen-
i tary, summer complaint and
bloody flax. Relieves cramps
and cholera morbus. A very







scored, Cooper going to second.
Thompson singled and Cooper scor-
ed, Thompson going to 'third on
Decker's' fumble. Hippert add 13as-
boar struck out.
Paducah's run was ma ste in the
sevenels. After Taylor died Perry
waited and •went to second on Coop-
s-es fullrbl0a. of Potts"hit, Land sin-
gled and Perry scored, Potts going
to second. Decker was safe on Hip-
pert's fumble, filling the bags. South
bunted to Duggan and a double play
reeultecl to Forney to Wilkinson.
South's pitching was a feature of
the game.
The <dificial sumenary follows:
Vincennes  ab r bh po a
Wilkinson, ib. 3 1 o 14 o o
Hahn, If.  300000
Cooper, as.  4' 1 e 4 2 I
Thompson, if. 4 o 1 1 1 0
Hippert, ab.   4 0 0 1 5 0
B arbour, 3•b   3 o 1 3 o o
Donovan, cf.  300000
Forney, c.  2 0 o 4. 3 o
Duggan, p.  30007
— — — --
Totals,  29 2 3 27 -18 2
Paducah,  ab r bh po a e
'elk-Clain, If. 4 0 3 i o o
Gilligan, lb.  400900
Bohannon, de
Taytar, cf  
4 0 1 o o o
401300
Perry, ss.  2 1 0 2 3 0
Potts, 2b.  4 0 0 1 2 o
Land, c  4 0 - 9 2 o
Decker, rf.  4 o • 1
South, p.  300030
Totals,  33 .1 7 27 to 1
By Innings.
Innings. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—r b e
Vincennes 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-2 3 2
Paducah 000000100--! 7 I
Sacrifice hit,—Huhn. Stolen bases
—Me-Clain, Gilligan, Taylor. Double
plays—Duggan to Forney to Wilker-
son. Left on bases—Vincennes '3.
Paducah 8. Struck out—By Duggan.
4; by South 9. Fleece on balls—Off




-Henderson, Ko, July 13.—By
bunching hits th,., atics beat the
/ocals ties afte —At was a hard-
fought and well played game Hop-
kinsviikei errors helped get Hender-




Gilbert and Clegt. •ii
Hitting Some.
Cairo, 1W, July 13.—Cairo
afternoon by hard hitting.

















Today ii ladies' day.
Well, the Indians will take the next
two from Vincennes.
Decker made another pretty catch
in right field end got a hit.
Big "Bill" Frakes does stunts to-
day. He has .been tick but it alright
now,
An attempt was made yesterday to
get Cooper on the Indian team, but
the money consideration was loo big.
There Itroriuld be no kicking on yes-
terday's game. It was full of excite-
ment and one of the beet of the sea-
son.
The teams are getting bunched and
it is a good thing for the league. It
makes the interest keen in all the
citied
Vincennes is playing good ball
now and will he a herd proposition
ithe next two games. So much the
merrier.
It was reported last night that Gil-
ligan had resigned as captain of the
• Indians. The report could not be
• verified, but it is hoped he will stay
1 at the head, for Gilligan knows theettiAMINIVIIMiIIV411044441P-44witakistHamle game.
Moves Quarters
WINSTEAD COMPANY MOV-
ING DOWN ON SECOND
STREET.
Misses Mattie Van Pelt and Kate
Nunemacher Open Stenograpleic
Office—Business World.
The Vinstead Medicine company'
has commenced moving into the new
quarters on North Second street be-
tween Broadway and Jefferson, they
having taken the storeroom vacated
by Friedman & Keiber-- when the lat-
ter moved to their new btrildiug on
the corner. Yesterday the medicine
company unloaded several carloads
of bottles into the new quarters, and
will from now on move their stock
and effects from their pr- esent ledas
Ition on South Seventh, between Ken-
tucky avenue and Waeltingtcni street.
Ladies Enter Business.
Misses Mkittie Van Pelt and Kate
Nunernacher have formed a partner-
ship to do stenographic end type-
writing work, and engaged the two
rooms formerly occupied on the sec-
ond floor of the Fraternity building
by Dr. Olivia Nelon, who has moved
out. Both are among the city's most
expert and accurate followers of the
profession and well known to ever
body.
New Ice Plant.
The officials of the Comimercial
Club state that they have about got
things in form for organization and
establishment here of a new ice fac-
tory of sufficient capacity to furnish
all the trades of Western Kentucky.
The capital is 'to be $2o0.000, and the
site for the buildings has already
been picked out and will be bought.
If carried through successfully the
plant will get to work by the first of
next year, and guarantee ice at 25
cetits per too pounds. Many of the
best known and most substantial bus-
iness men of the town are intereeted
in the project that also has .outside
capital. •
Tearing Out Fronts.
Contracted William Lockwood has
corrimenced work of tearing out the
old fronts of the two buildings Sam
Goodman bought from Mrs. Ash-
brook on North Second near Broad-
way and just to the rear of the Pos-
tal Telegraph company. The build-
ings will be remodeled and rented
out. Mr Goodman will spend several




SOLD GRACE STOCK TO
TAYLOR FISHER.
Deeds Lodged Yesterday at County
Clerk's Office to Be Recorded
By Him.
'Assignee James Campbell, Jr., of
the Henry B. Grace cigar and pool-
room eetablishrnent, yesterday at pri-
vate sake sold to Taylor Fir/her the
stock and effect of that store for
$1,000.
Mao stock was valued at $854 by
the appraisers selected by Judge
Lightfoot in the county court for this
purpose. They were Taylor Fisher,
Robert Micieheit and Haery Ru-
dolph. who went over the goods and
fixtures Wednesday night.
Deeds Recorded.
Property lying on the Cross Mill
road in the county 'has been sold by
W1 R. Rudolph to Mrs. J. S. Kirby
for $425 and the deed filed for record
yeriterclay with' the county clerk.
R. Holt bought from Joel Bern-
al! • for Sloes property lying in the
Johnson Maplesvreed Terrace.
E. W. Whittemore sold to Orpha
J Bugg for $1.5oo, property lying be-
yond the cemetery on West Trim-
ble street.
Samuel dedeme bought from Reu-
ben Rowland and wife for $90. MeV-
erty in Rrnolandtown.
Lieut. R. E. Reidy expects to leave
this week for anether dash to the
North Pole. He iv-all ready at New
York after several weeks of delay.
— OD'
d leas_ r I
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WATTS BOULEVARD (Ohio street reconstructed) when completed will commence on Broadway at Foun-
tain avenue, thence south on extension of that avenue to Ohio street, then out Ohio street to John Noble's oldhome place—about 20 blocks.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the first street south of Broadway that does not rup up hill at 28th. street. The
Noble residence is estimated to be at4oth street.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the most elevated street in the city limits--level and straight—without -cut or fillfor about two miles, and runs through the center of the future population of "GREATER PADUCAH." A late
canvas showed that between Worten's addition—W. F. Bradshaw's east line—Broadway and Mayfield road, 2,000
lots were owned by 600 differentn per sons—acar line is therefore assured in the near future.
To start WATTS BOULEVARD the avove three blocks HAVE BEEN LAID OUT GENEROUSLY AND
WILL BE IMPROVED IN' THE MOST LIBERAL MANNER. LOTS 5ox150 feet; alleys eg feet wide; side-
walks 15 feet wide, go feet from fence to fence; from curb to curb 6o feet; parks 20 feet wide street will begraded and graveled; cement curbing around parks; cement curbing to sidewalks; four foot strip cement side-
walk; city water put in.
Price of lots $400; $too cash---$15o after street is graveled—$150 when water is in and cement work finisSed.
Nature has greatly favored this district—high and well drained—with fine. old forest treesand notural lawns. Paducah has no residence property its equal in natural advantages and high class im-provements. An attempt will be made to make WATT'S BOULEVARD the show street of Paducah and thesesubstantial improvements will begin to give this district the prominence it deserves.
When Paducah has 5o,000 people the fashionable drive will be out Jefferson street to 28th street, south to
Broadway, out Broadway to Wallace park, south to Watt's Boulevard, then down Watts Boulevard to Broadwayat Fountain avenue—about 5 miles.
Before improvements are laid down a limited number of finished tete will be sold at guaranteed prices—lots reserved from first buyers.
At the request of a sufficient number of first buyers restrictions will be placed on cost of residences. Everylot is numbered by stake in middle of lot.







W. F. 11INNICH, Agent, Truehart Building, 520 Broadvriay: _If(23
That Trolley Ride
CAUSED TWO ARRESTS 'YES-
TERDAY BY THE POLICE
FORCE.
While Officers Are Looking for M.
Roberts on Charge of Assaulting
Lena Mallory.
Two arrests were made yesterday
in commotion with the disgraceful
trolley ride of a number of colored
people Weitnesday evening, while an-
other err:4 tis. to be made just when
the accu. is dotinde The police in-
tend sifting the matter to the bottom
and their efforts will result in this
character of carousal and debauchery
tieing broken up.
Yesterdals VVIltet1igg and Will, .Kirk
both colored, were arrestea on the
charge of • selling liquor without a
license aboard the trolley cars, and
both execuled bond for their appear-
ance before Judge Sanders this mr•rn
ing in the delice come.
The poAe are now looking for M.
'Rdbette, the .dacky who -is charged
with knocking Lena Mallory aown at
Sixth and Broadway whik the trolley
cars were standing there, and cutting
her painfully en the temple, where an
artery was severed and occasioned a
great' flow of blood over her person.
She got a. Warrant out for him and
the authorities expect to pick him up
at any moment.
Yesterday -from all portireei -of the
city touched by the car lines could be
heard complaints from the respect-
able people regarding the unprecedent
ed and disgraceful affair, and the ride
is doubtless the last 'one that the
darkies will take aboard the cars as
the street railway officials will toler-
ate nothing of the kind, much lees the
public at large.
It has (kvelciped that one C. L.
Melvin, who is a crank, blew up three
saloons in lela, Kan., and destroyed
$1o.000 worth of property. He stole
the dynnatite from, a quarry near
there. At lase accounts Melvin was
io large in hiding
Contract Signed
MR. INGRAM HAS SIGNED UP
WITH BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS.
The Contract is Not Yet Completed
and Ready for the Signature of
Mr. Bridges.
Yesterday afternoon the board of
patilie works held a special meeting
for tihe purpose of signing up con-
tracts with President George Ingram,
of the Southern Bitulitiric company
of Nashville. His company will do
the brick and bitukehic work on
Kentucky avenue, Jefferson street
and Sixth,. Seventh and Ninth streets
from Jefferson to the avenue. The
'documents: were signed by both par-
ties, and 'Stk. Ingram left last even-
beg for other places on business. The
contract with Thomas Bridges &
Sons was not signed, because they
are not yet ready. They get the con-
crete sidewalk work all along these
thoroughfares. Messes. Bridges and
Ingram both came in yesterday
morning.
Before leaving yesterday Mr. In-
gram stated that he could not just
yet tell when his men would come
here and start the work. He will
start the storm water sewerage sys-
tem first and keeping that part of the
reconstruction several blocks ahead
of the other work, then bring al
-thepaved'and bittdithic street work
right behind, if possible.
When voiced if he thought he would
get started by August 1-t he said he
would not like to estimate with' any
degree of certainty because it being
snob a big contract, and there so
great an amount of preparations to
be made, he would have to get things
in better shape before announcing the
exact time for commencement of op-
erations. He will 'begin immediately,
though to start sending !hie men
here and outfit for the contract, and
push things off as rapidly as possi-
ble.
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L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. est
*Prescriptions cal/ad for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
W. Mike Qlive. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Beaten. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3.
Dr. Hoyer
113% South Fourth St.
Office hours 9-11 a. ea.
Office hours  p. EL
Office hours  7-9 IX ISIL
New Phone No. 8, Old Phone No. re.
H. B KEEBLER3
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER_
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone tem
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 4W4 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths give:, when in-
dicated.
Do you care for your teeth? A
clean mouth and good teeth ;re rid-
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors exemine you. teeth free.
PUKE COAL MEANS
Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and
14'amily Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut   lOcibu
5




United States Gas, Coal Coke Company
a.
.oth phones 254.. • 4
























Ti AND PtIllter..— --"..-FIND OF ANC/IMPT METEOR.
dome peeves he tos • lebuffeset /mg
they met shake it .ter likes mum U
gune.--Atahlatie Globe.
What • Afferent world this would
be if the vole• of ecescieace used
niegaptiosal--artooro Daley News.
"Bobby„ I'm surprised. Vhilit note
from your teacker soya you've the bet
boy in a class of 24." 'Wert. I cookl
be worrier. "I closet, see keno". "It
might have been a bdgper eloss."—Lon-
don Answers.
New Office leoy—"There wade, man
same here to collect a bill weine you
were out," Proprievecir—eielot did
you tell him?" New °Oleo Bop--"1 told
him it was no use for him to return,
because you sever paid ewer et ruse
debts."---Cohinabus Joined/
No Pat e noe. —"Who.' • the matter,
little boy?" enquired the kind lady,
stopping before is gobble( urshin on
the street. '1--1 got a bail os.1 my
neck," whimpered the beet. "Tare, bet
just think how ma. ng been /lab 1%41"
"I kriow, but +Oink ay tb pSeebe
bad, too:" aspited thoboy.-011eLofbabe
Journal.
A may "timelera ocemersereets was
08 — IP cect!T ̀111t 2 r, alooteas
and a fair yomig genet. The hostess
was esteritstislog the eampaar with
description+ oi ererorip slimed sesd ot
the wonderful tangs she had seen.
Among other things elsentesitiesood the
sleek of St-raeburge "ph, yea" re-
marked the girl, "i hove begird all
about that; sod dd yoga see altos waste&
on the Indira toter'
Dr. Varnadoe, a noted profess." of
ereek, is very fond of bowers, and
some days ago, on reel:Irving from hie
soling, duties, he found ta bd. front
yard a pestiferous calf belonging to
a neighboe. The doctor gave chase,
and the animal ptanged toward the
Sower pit, and in emitter inetant
crashed through the ekes owe" and
mixed with the pots tad pleats be-
/ow. When another prelim:ow passed
• few minntes later, be said, gravely:
"I do not onderstend. Dr. Tiarnadoe,
why you should object so ediansly to
having a ISO dee eovrship added to your
fine collection or planta." The doctor's
frowning tee. relaxed. "Ak, Benham,"
be retorted, "yogi see, this .sly •
.worthlese bulrush."
BANK ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
pot It Was Itrortglit rip to nalamor.
La a Moot Dionohroma and rar-
troardlinatry iliaan4Po.
Here is a story of two well-known
young Baltimoreans, whom we 'aft
call Mr. Tom Black and Mr. rack Bo-
oed-So. Hack pride. Mamie on beteg
absolutely up to date amd Lessen
In all particulars. 'Pam 'ailed around
to see reek one mornteg a Move time
ago, and had eeareely paused *rough
the door before Dirk emblems&
"By George! The very man. Say,
Tone, I want to go to %Mon this after-
noon, and / need $75. I wash you'd
let me have it. I realty wouldn't ask
you,' but see my position.'
"Yes," replied Toni, "a emit of teeeh-
and-go or no-touch-wow position.
You are better off at home, Dick. It's
very cold in Boston."
"Somewhat frosty here, too, it
seems," said Dick. "But Ws all • joke.
old man. Come in and sit down."
"Haven't time," said Tom. "I just
stepped around to see if yon wouldn't
let me have that $140 you already owls
me—if it's perfectly esenvenievt.."
Dick seemed to make a hurried men-
tal calculation, and then told his
friend that he would give him a eireek
for that amount, but didn't think he
bad quite that much in bank.
"But you can go down and see," he
added.
So Tom took the check. invited Dick
to go to the theater with him that
evening, and hurried down to 'hi
bank. The paying teller took the
check, strolled back. loolteel at Dick's
account, and returned to the window,
shaking his head.
"How much does it take to make it
good?" asked Torn.
"Not allowed to tell," replied the
Belfry.
Tom went to the reoeidug teller
and depossited $10, to Dick's credit, but
that didn't make the check good. An-
other $10 and still others were put up,
with the same result, until Tom began
to perspire and the bank people to
Laugh. Finely Tom deposited his
tenth $10, with the remark that it was
a tough game to be up strairist, and he
again preeented the check, only to he
met with another shake of the teller's
head and the information: "Very
sorry, Mr. Blank, but that account was
somewhat overdrawn."
Torn gave it tfet and dashed out of the
bassk. Ile had no sooner gone than
Dick sauntered in, and, elkieser how
much he had to his credit, was told
$95.
"Just <Nokia toe this cheek for $90,"
he said, "all if you see 7oin Blank
to-day tell him Fm tewfully worry I
cannot he able to see him this even-
ing, as 1 have decided to take that




aves are ste /loon ae ffatle
ered; in the ciseeepe Week the tigeo
leaven Si. allowed 4-ferment &feet"
trying. The result i* that the tin.
bhed black tea contaide much less
llatinin than the green contains. The
wiringl tea-leaf orreseames an oxi•
Meng entrytane whice. -is beetaoyed be
Ye /frees toe by steaming. 
In Wadi
Mb daring fermentation. the
 enzyme
meAfIlsee the tannin and glom Yin




Green Tea and illtek
The difference. in •color between
green and black tea has been arori bed
to various --ausete itecenelv Ms. An,
of the agricultural college Al Tokyo
investigated the toioject, sad he
subetanoe. the foreeeieg cx
a rroeing green rem te•
Lab e as Woliaseeoaser. h. Y.. Um
earth waeTwetogeossos
OI ilearnolly Visitor.
i7:t seemed to be tragnmote ofim
tic iron ineteer.vsikedi muiy hairs
descended to threarth posaeories ago.
was discovered the other eay by some
laborers who are eameatiale a mbar
en Knickerbocker eit COSS. at Cemeila
street, Williamsburg. N. Y. Illup die-
"every was made at a dap* of 68 fed.
It being necessary to remove kfil ee
rest high before the sidemlikervel
reached.
Upon reaching a tea-foist depth in
the cellar excavation the xnes mime
apon the hard aubseamosh,sed etdrst
believed it nothing bet meld reek. Da
extraordinary wdietre* hemmer, made
them examine it mere dasoiy. mud
when they cut into a le plena of
the matter they fouled lessenteri or was
a solid mass of Iron ore beneath •
oniace several inobee deep el Mob'
ened yellow clay.
The search was eatended turnip
sad the men came upon a perfootly
formed ape's head and also a vam's
bead. All the matter was toreed owes
to Frank N. Scben, the coevermeier,
who will transfer the relies to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. SIMS.
"that when this meteor fell, pm/liege
centuries ago, it stem* the oadli lire
a shower of hailatoines would. ?ball
the pieces are all ancient is welded
from the hard yellow day whit& emea
mounts each place."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
letihmeaving Devito, of Spootad
to Os Placed on home of rim
Warships.
The navy department is prealidiag
some of the warships with • am life
raft, says a Washington sposilai to
the New York Weald. It omeellata ere
an elliptie•I eopper Ube sommolhal
Battened, with aer-tight mosparti
meats, strengthened by lea. TM
tube is incased in cork Irma, will
senor.* and made abeedeeely water'
tight. Attached to this feat is a
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netelag is suspended
on the inner side et iS. fiest 'rota
rings which travel on Iselin" •
that the bottom reels • e he propel
position, no matter whit* side of the
lost falls upon tee meter when it
Is throws overbos.e. It does net re
quire lp be righted, adjkietod of
Oaraell aboat; it Is reedy for movie
libie messiah it @trek.a lee wafts
flare are attached to the sides of tea
Om* to propel it when It in eompled.
Home' per mime get on this
waft I. 111k it, said, mallhe
bed, -.and napalm or founder,
add. Irks a mill, re to pewees against
lite side% of • Whip.
The ar department Is masidering
the ad' sabelity of equipping army
itransports with the mem sort ad
feat.
NAUTICAL 8CEC•41L AT MANILA.
— —
▪ ontereals to Do Ilvorptitien Poor
sill* to Isarroaao Mil et ruler
et tbe Isettostoesa.
Naval needs& at Manila Woad to de
everything peaelble for that "access oil
the nautical school at *at peace. Tlile
Institution PIMP inherited from the
Spanish govern net It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Towsley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached from that duty sod ordered
home for soniplicity in certain fryer
ular business relatieas wee% army mule
sistenee officers at etasila. Anothee
officer hes been placed in oh aro. of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine Islands is
such professional duties as will equep
the cadets to perform the dutle• of
masters and officers of merettant yea
gels. But, while the education is chief.
ly of a technical and a predesadonal na-
ture, the students also aim seven broad
and liberal instruction in the general
keranches of mathematics, greographyt
grammar. English and history.
It Is contemplated to provide the
*Moot with a practice ship to cone-
'One practical with theoretical teatime.
non in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requtremeota of Me pro-
fession for which the Mesdames are to
be prepared.
Wirtrioss Teloomply for Warships.
Rear Admiral tradford chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual reportfaays a New
York Herald dispatch from Waalting.
toss, the necessity of iquipping Amer-
ican men of war 'Atha system of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon an else ap-
propriation is obtained he win rococo.
mend ie. system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
ion Clover, naval attache in London,
is deeply occupied with hie ourrent
work, the rear admiral has re-com-
mended to Secretary Long dist *wire-
less telegraph expert be Dent em Enee
lead to repel/sone the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
'eloped by Lloyd's ageney.
etteetetetty on how York coestreL
Electricity for the New York ,Cen-
'ral railroad, at least to *quip ir
enes from the oity's limite to the
)rand Central 'station, le more teen
s possiblity of the near future. It le
said that an electric memo la many
if its details unlike scything now is
tee-vice, has been perfected, and that
A will soon have a trial. It its sue.
sem lass great as is promised, steam
power may pass from tbi,grand f
teal section before Januar", I, HI N
Vale. of illa•traota Traria Let t
Minnesota farm lands have es
aaced more than 100 per cite 111
I /au* during the oast severe rearm .0
•
PUIUMOURIL
It Was Ieraa." in Part" nes is
Was d la Bar Own
allaidaraa.
wletreee es ono woman its Michigan
who Nem#vw spend any Marc money
In Paris," aa..4 Op unveiling man who
had been a guest at the house of
whidh the woman is mistress, relate*
the Now Youth Sen. "She and her
go dd hasbenteare subedit(' to the best
the earth can produce. They have
bored together and had • variety of
experienees in their 10 years of mar
lied life.
"Less than • year ago they thought
they had reached the long-desired but
assually recedbog time which men me
women hope to reach when they car
sit down and- take their ease. Sy
they went ecearneying beyond the sea
"When they got to Paris the good
wife began Ismentiag. The splendoi
of the shops along the boulevards
beret upon her vision like an unex
peeted dream of beauty. Why hat
they not visited Praia long ago?
"Now her trochee was furniture
sod you know that French furniture
simply makes a woman stand still
This good woman talked about the
turnftere She saw moll her fine old
husband bid her to go and order
what Me waisted. mod they wcrult
have it to ealoy In the evening oi
their lives.
"When they got leas they told
their neighbors, and the town paper
printed *sows oboes the Parisian pur-
chase, and the wiNote vtllage was
standing tiptoe awtiag the coming
importation. Only ten yetee before
they had refurnishot their home out
of the factmeear ae ()vend Repida. AP
this had to be sacrificed. Some ol
It waa odd and some was parcelled
oat as gifts. Ytnsfly the French out-
fit reached its desnmtion.
"I was in town 'Men it was being
set up. As an old lettend I was in-
vited to see the immsweed goods and
eat deoner.
"(km of the artiste. was a hand-
some dresser. My friends were not
ecretent with }lowboy me look at the
article, bar I tome iniverect it. So fee
ass my friends are concerned, I Mae
always regret that I consented, but
the inspection also moused me to
think better of my mechanical friend's
I. this moo:airy, for I made the do
eovery, be a traOr mart on the boo
torn of one of the drawers, that the
turnIture had been earned out in
4)rand Beeville, stripped to Trance and
there soli as "irtaise handicraft.
"As an Amer-ean I laughed from
my cuff buttons up or my shoulder
Sot as litchigem is a pretty big state
end lots of its people go abroad and
buy on the other Ode, I have Teo
beedtestlea in telltng the story. /
quite agree with my host, whn said:
'Between the cuteness of those chain
In Grand Rapiderrol the gfleeeses of
a Parisian dealer the middleman is
✓are to go op a gni net
IiASHIONS, FOR SPRING.
adiratios Ileapperelone Itegiurilling
Iinirtists and areostooriar tee
lb. Camallia lapaaan.
Dresses of tide. transparent mate-
vials will be trimmed as they were
last season, with Vileneiennes inger
lion and lace, says Ladies Home Jour
White pique shirt waists wee •mone
the *roe to be warn in the early
serrine. The newest are of a ligbt
weight and fine owrd, and are made
quite sim-pio. with a cluster of tucks
at each side of the front.
toles of both plain and ribbed black
velvet will be worn with sprite'
woolen towns. Suet belts are stylleb
and may be worn with sprier gowns
if any color or ma teriaL The pre*
'lest belts are made with • Olen dip
t. 'be middle of the front.
for hard general wear a spring
suit of black, iiikey. brown or Olferd
nay , cheviot will give general retie
faction. One of smooth cloth is more
creepy in effect best sot so suitetble
for all ecret• of weather. The skirts
of such snits stoned he made to clear
the. emend. arid Hoed with percalene
If Ink eeneat he affronted. Tee jerk'
eta should be neetty lined and made
eomfortably largII PO that they offl
slip on eerily over all kinds at
osists.
.Aypeoprieli• mese Os. tav•Itills.
Flowers see thrif•y-orovring ;Aorta
ere secepostee off,- sere to the skit,
sod a rosebud or trenets of vioIrte
never conies •miss. When eoovnles-
cvgoce 1 esteeslished a new hook OT
morn/Ole, and perhaps • tistle me-
ehanioel contrivance on which tt ume
rest, 'Ay give real rostification. A
pretty weakp which the Invalid may
wear, a pair of bedside slippers, or
any other small and dainty thing
which conveys iothiright -if hollefflual
ease, and will stymy, be rewtirded
with smiles. Arometie eetracte. pee
fernery in beautiful bottles, any lit,
tie luxury in the wey.ef fruit 'sr dolt,
eneyeprepared in angther's kitchen,
leaves gladness in its wake. The el-
sment 6f warorisse breaks the tedious
monotony of invalid life and is there-
fore to besought for and regarded es
restorative in its iniluenceo Ladies'
Horne Joursal.
Potato Itaaesabla,
Mash and mamma *well • quantity of
bailed white potatoes, and to every
quart add the • leeeteis yolks, of two
Wee and Moe tabirepoonfuis of.th)ch
green. Reir owe tike fire met bows
kato o shapely rtneen • greased' tin
sheet, or park isp• ring-mold that
opens; brush over with yolir of egg
sod bake in a allow oven—ft should not
be browned. To take. to table, ear+ ful-
Ly tbe potato ring este a large
email entree plates emirate it with
• Amen View si POtiktO warble* rolled
Is parsley, and limy tho meta with
meat peeiseseasits 0806.=
11111111„
"'MIL }4'8•YtiviallitAil A ANGLE INFATIV 1100IMICAL
thwartieas Suggested by the Pees.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
ttrinintas of sr Deatliern °Damao as
Ilia Wang: of time Seemingly In-
lantana( Urn* Draiseaa
ot flirt Woods.
onset-mai psychology is to be studied,
see, in Paris" said an observant
lebsen recently, according to the
new Orteene Times- De moo rat, "and
the Notentiata are going to take the
menrese4 up in a system/6th way. That
I. a good plan. le is a broad field, and
researeh along these lines will no
doubt be productive of much internat.
hay del.. Heretofore what ocieut Pets
have said along this line, and in tact
ati they have learned, has been of.
theoretical nature, anti it may be said-
the" enemal porchology has Dot peeved
beyond the pretty, experhnental etage.
"Derwiu came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any otbet
seteertiat when he took up the stady of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but wren this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which weroid piece animal peyehology
emcee the leo-Galled ezact sciences.
Da* It has occurred to me that a busy,
bcristetrig center of population, where
me may find so much that is artiliciel,
to much that is net of harmony with
the nosurel order of thereto would
me be the place to prosecute in an
iwte4figeet and satisfactory way a
onsdy of this Late-resting siobject
Berrerundinget a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor
tuft* for the observant* of pouter
prrocemes in the lower order of life,
titliough. of course, much may be
learned by the method 'kit'iCh boa been
adopted by legnopeas kit-boffins.
southern pert of the United
grates them scientists mtght find rrinch
data that would give them a more
leenfte clew to the resecninpt teeth-
e& of animate of the lower order.
lhat little trick of the•oppossum, foe
%Kamm when he relines death. showr
is element of shrewdness whtees one
rarely ffruls in orders of iutelliteruce
supposedly higher. Take the raecoos.
Why is it that he reql leap up on one
side of a tree and thee jump as far as
lot can from the other Mile? Is is s
trick. He is trying to tool the dog
that ix after him by making him be-
lieve be is sup the tree. The 'coon has
prapetieed thus vane for we long that
so well trellised dog wfil ever howl up
a tree until be has efreleei around is
...Oral times to see if the pone haa
sot resorted to the 112unit/sake-believe.
'Why is it :boa a 'opion, when the
Ire. 10 failing under the effeet of the
hunter's an,, will *romper (loww roe
trunk of the tree toward the stomp?
He has ter* reagens for doing it. to
the first place. unless the dog know.
his bleariness, he win rush out in the
directles of tee falling tree.. believing
the price will scamper eat from the
tole In the second place, b• reasons
that It is safer for 'body mod erbee
In either "vest he is reasoning about
the tbteire It Is a peeetsological prole
ease tosomese have been reported
oy hunters of weer, 'coons would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that tbey wore
permed by trained dogs, who would
'song armed the stump watil they
loold scamper down the trunk of the
LYNN,. hat the redo I. the other way.
"The point I am trying to make.'
concluded the observes% titian's, "le
that the woods ar, bfled wit% teepee
evidences which might eve the se+
entista a clew to the reasoning metier
ads of saimals of the lower order."
REGARIMIG WHITE ANIMALS.
alianipea al be roto• 04
Cortnia ammos and aled•
Idalieltly (Maar,
A polar bear would not. have a
chance in 'stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only Wasik
sleet about it is the tip' of Ito nose,
the senors who fret landed on vane
pus trnknown se-el toshores and bore
stated that the bele-, used to take
them for seals, and begia to stalk
them at • consieerrable distance, lying
down fiat on theft bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old poise bear at the Zoo, *rid
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an lc. hummock, when'
they would get toe ?err neer to see
if the "seals" wove alarmed, slid
lerielPe otitsgaln. The sailors added
that they could alwa-ys see the bleier
lose when the bear got op near, and
rowed that the bleat put his paw hove
mU enerrele to hide it. The arced
foxes, the "blue" halo the ptermfgao
type"- end -'mine all undergo the *ego
1108.11 eharers to white by an identical
Process, rays the London ',Spectator.
The hair or fr•tbers, as the came
!night he, love color and turn erblie
oy what may almost be described ae
so inetantaneons proceali. In tile
foxes and birds the white cornea in
bitches; but the irpeedeof the coliir
'hangs is remarkable. Theo. are
Oany stories of ikople 'whose heir
Yes turned erbite ni shock "In 's
single night." g by the birds
tbd foxes. they, stmees must be true.
Nio vme ever sees the plot-egg of fa(I•
.ng q•Ing on. The feather or vapcn




M a dill e ego th 
soutbesu 
hiat to
noilned a magi esotioti which the peogde in
ele townie dariptated as the "jungle," a WM
et oseeteneser banded down from a perked
data this .4th. county was noised
wads and acreased with deism
TIM "Magle" tell beeline la the
emu pis farm wages am
weed to dwelt GO &MAW Idled
the ea the praide rociale "eyeful
wawa( or owned buggies. Item was OM
pusoiliag garb of areisitoctarsoiblehlaseill
sea, the spore log hems wbk
sae row:rood a boxed-op kitchen at Me ei4ak
eles Bikes sersaming through Ow ase
etailew showed such decorations In the
Mil es a Mogen and rills, the Men moo
der feet sad bunting pouch, and trepkire
ad 
gkertneirov t from the cavernous els
the len cietedi:ewson winteoevenison the
in and oil among the
=oniseel emioaa, a dried pumpkin, sail
"medalist's" suspendeLfrom the rafters.
The houee-ta which Wester /*sews* borg
read * • mall cleared space In the bess4
el the Here the grew to some.
'with il• wider experience with the ad,
aide .wereid than the weekday. walk to the
neatest village, sod an aneualjoursey us the
soemty met in fair time.
kite fleet hardship calm to her at the
of six, wtsee she must trudge each desIt
I miles to the district ached. Dot
daps in the lasigie" were soon ove,t. the hays
getting the nest of the "echoolin' became
the girls married and hadono use-. for h.
Mere were no bacheibr maids in the "ima
de." Marriage was a eertontiosbetie Irina
..could De doubt.
er Loss being what the teetered no
*Mogi." awed • -good, mars Ore". le
wee exposed the woad make • good amide
If sis• Lane home was note pecturesepie
than seem el ea neighbors it wee Moser
vines aver the winclaw in grimmer and bid
lieveer's Mei trained the morning
the woodpile beheld a bank of sturdy holy,
hooks meacees feathers. Tin pato
sad shine Tterwhere *Lee with sad
Igirkasem seel Mater as they did ems tbs.
Beech amide the ketches door. Resides
&seer had pawed more patchwork quilts
se the long *liar tfrethlei the, me able
girl In Ito 'jungle," where • feather bad
est bedePle mad • ever eras the dowry every
bride_ was somocted to bring to her hen
Vaster hid ber choke beevem Pemba;
Shadow's an Wirt= cod "Jim" Way
wham Neer use the big lead wimpy la
the luagie and could set off SIM ems
few the 'mpg people I. same eat with. be
kg a Freebie-minded raring wensm, rho.
kw took 'Jim" and the wedding km was
1114 eisa°1= who had lid the Mae
"47/mbs:Teeltis = earwb.mba bsd
wiel sad tam sada so he Sassiq
•••.. the
nonsusary wthe yea" yawls es take.
=to in. lisaelf tras41,mascams Wee she
Sieveing dee the peas hothead
tli trete te father's Masa
a seitselICI" 0:4°..ret  bout admi  t
= 
ja bar 'Utah"' dress el "digr
Ibm 14spod her leo esaseee has re.
'teemed with allies he. as
dasarepospi Malt basil rillbsa lona Thia
sala61:Melamee;r7ror iebtiboisetoree"t
=intreizers far maw wailm It was
lip • sewtse meettee em
ripiese et the kmarisa 1 the Lira
es lbw were, the nal*" erreas
wed maim before this. The Aetna
VON memo{ lu • oredeinde armed the
mem. mad "PM" sad Usolsr am dem
l=edow.imarbes mop: ay, Ise_
so
sae mee Area them by the head mil 3
heed *ate sengratedatiens. Mere was
wkich the good lethal
n with yea "
sallestedtrat solgisbee, solemnly, sal
deems nes there me sasses the
memo easses lbw* bleakly as the
Mk lied /Wee panipapa Ws&
imeraimese• measseaal ertiospers te sash
dhow
Whia 11141 Nees sad witty andser.
milleasod the feetivides el the
wise welmosibed some el the sidar folk. be'
pm mmisioseedag at former welding so
sedmis.
ssid
"Ws emersrattszete weed does ebonies,"




Pe sad eat la the world
Mem wisat hard thaw era
Teatime WA* to dew year tonne Vet
and a OW Arra sad los •ie bey
sad ohaleaLaud babas simady misdh
se years age, erten Lear% sad 1
NIGMA
Meek Ape Casette Big Stir yid
Ms jangle Jargon.
Its Mood African Babereas
Ma llama York Too by a Carlada
laariaa of twipaada Walak COSVOI,
Massesat /sae Ilsorarentiaa.
Peeek-k-la. Liu-leuh." .
This arm the "Wow Bette bleoleap
tio the mocks, home se, the New Yowl
seoLogeoei pole. lastantly there is a
mama the nage of the East Abe
san baboom opposite. They throw
themselves Pia/rift their wire bare b
I vain adians+4 to get at the weeks.
liStie Mintage, who seta saucily grinnin.
at them from /be safety a his cage.
The atraagent part of it all is the
the black epee vote, is not at talked
Mast he says la in • /ow tons. Thi
ether memisays, apes and chlnipammses
say lam" yell, chatter or whitecap
moose themselves to their hearth
soolbsete mad 4. Indy Haat Afrgosa
baboons pay as attention. The Mad
ape Whip with his neighbors by the
boar sod Ater* teething doing. Bei
when One kenos heavily on his beads
seed the rretostese people of the mon
bey home get sleepy, be /oaks
ert the baboon. and erelatine:
Pelthelek, Eftobitle" And there le
row cm at once.
Now one of the pollemee has tme
babe sgsoothi 40 well that he
esessien the mine romps. in the
Mon saga.
Med all Ihe keepers ot the zoo Dom
want ta Imago' tot "What le the earreet
tesadatillis of "bap peb-h-k-t. He-
huh" Is VW Airteas /angle talk?
TI ,nagereatuel the au isr dag that
Prof. b tusked $o et 4 the giL
ben aa4 teemaisie 'acres.
dim Ilas been agreed on, that dos
ram, or polities, far the bob-
ham. 
to something shoo.
Mona &as proebely like men wird
some esse yea, at twins soasallkhag
awmilitillip of dads views on one all•
Ibises iblesertme sot4baste.
MOTING SIDSWALK UROHD.
▪ Diadlevaimaud Inallaua W11411
Mae Bass sessinewitea es Illoetwrs
danompla Pairda. •
• sovel planne relives the magostad
apemeltias of Pada dumb has ytme
been satmodtesd at a alerting of promi-
sed wthrh was told to Mai
arum tmywrvernanta in poblie
Istmemsmeselims. M. Crompton's, a wall.
hewers Ivi essielneee, sagyreinsd that
an millmmeefund moving sidewalk Mow
Sew be tbill4 at the Paris exposition of
MS. hot sane.b•targer, be eon strectell.
hoecordtag to kis plan there would,last
tsar plartlarms, east aitivtog at a Mb
fewest ram of speed from the *there,
the fasted going at the vale of 13 miles
as bow.
• Caasalooga oonvIneed his hearers
Chat sad a scheme would be cheap,
Shea en electric, usderfroaed railway
sad that it Imola multiply greatly the
wreolamostadm of the public. He said
is the etiewmposifeat of in. Chimers
Deily Hem:
"Peet of the platform mitt% he rho)
ap to the me of heave !earns., the city
Oboe raids, both from o Pesthole
sad a r• *I • • Itt of eloar, one,
the pervisag eepartinest would eave
egmeafreds of themes's& of francs
many by ebti rednetfoe of wear on tio
Arose 'setae's. I am Imre •Iso that
the pellets would prefer the relief
slime% to sooffy cars, sot to mantles
the eliontaatiou ef dearer from esi.
Beton"
Plane sad estimates of the carious
emberlaktag wyre submitted to the
tresselon members of the manic/pa'
sonsieff member, of wklet reported
last %Levers vainly attracted * the
leek ed elevate% power for it
mold net prove too &cony.
PRIFITT COEDS FAST.
Illtadleala la Itahrerotly of Iowa /Jo
sash trta.so Pool tor ?briar Days
sae a wane..
11
Mies Rases Louise Morton, of lows
te-; Miss Alfee Gikt rest Pe-
ters, of Otternewo and Miss Mabel V
Hoffnewn, of Musoatise, pretty ea
ads of the University of lows, eat a.
melted is 6 11% days' fast. They
*rusk sweltiog but water during the will melt
lime dew were fasting, and by going Amite.
the Orbited length of time without se* None
eathof *Mr sire to receive 36 pounds lea VilltL
earthily teehOoOtate creams. The girls re- e was nee
ported *at "lasting is all right Without
atter you get used to it." and the bee mom
young mem who made the wager fettle. do
With the young women have ordered Oleink 11
tbe candy and are ready to pay their work bo
het. the sta












































































the eecond day in bed to "stave off the
paters of hunger by sleep and isao-
Mon, and they spent the entire time
of the 12ded day sleeping. At reed- ,
sight they had a grand feast.
Art.ameasura Dart.", Proposition.
A Maps-tete to the New' York /Jerald
from Paris says: The journals an-i
souncethat M.. Cat-seas, the first aero-
naut who crossed the bedOerraniese
Iron) Marseilles te Coseice, is about
to undertake a mist daring journey.
M. Capes's, whey interehewed, said:
"The project whireel desire to caw,
• asui which ) have studied with
eray"auddenly whitens. Yet no ,e De the evening ethoi wad t 




 04 laslostia. Rho
ever en ths Mhos& aids
and I, being • rowing due
sod ad las, Mad up there
efte t to wort far Ms. deed.
lee nom hind la tbsee dam sa4
Lamm le corn ebb We NI
lid emal me behind ma as • larva
la lest eiefF OS* day Aso
essd wit! oar worldly psis tied la a
Mob sharted =las seek oar
Is a sew We never ..t.'11.4112
ap4t2ti• tabta- I town alla." sod toot g
erftlFasy cirtehands, &ad Lamm
'eked' malts jo the firephoo. bed
be p hi' tot alenost
hi Om rod lairrelstaid alegerrld"
wMernee. bat the 'Selina vermiform?'
times wasn't anytittag more &onerous Is
• .woods thee varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'In fair' diem, hit
dense days,' mid ',MEV fetes,. We had
hubs' mod wanton_ which we shot le the
woods, ter mike and pie we had good
In the coals on the beer*
=1"111tweber didn't have • et
meddle. themettit• Hester hers, but
law veaelsey she wove hermit and
dee *lea fa K. toe. There wasn't no
MP fa firese dam the girl was tooted
get • bit of calico to male • mho*
se would here been more startup of the
old day• wean simplicity relined
walla& lessho, bat the men mute hoer:
dog sup went down the reeerlaslaZ
away Li* the noree-rsising,"
sewsphslly hewn and piled on a pretty Site
se the ten scree .wsre hi their place, en,
I sew house was reedy, II tee "tong
:141
ea.. actually seen the color gouge Mossco., to stow that be cherished oe ihiqt1
Plareron Ph's"' ge°graPhrai
rhe eaplifiation. usealy give. te'that 
brought hie fiddle and titer. was a the ebonies, is OW of traversing the
It takes placel by nig. There teems Rance fa tba new house, • "tomer-warns- atleestie 
In a be 1104-4. starting from the
so "kale way" tint ie woes the white lair and nut weddi
ng festivity., were es Os.ailu.,ead laadtagiet the southeast
end the original eclor.
V. net of rho Itaia.
The Father—I aw so glad John got
cleated to orsgress.
Tia-Mothir—Yes It's a great es-
et He has tried on many ways of
oardag a 'Max SallelL--Deitoss
musabillialesuairalsAMSIMMISMI
ant and Doter still live in
.fost..".bus a. little Ism.. hae otter
I pope. added to It, and a nest picket ?epee
veldlheyt oreherd'I and garden art.
the. rIty wisisk is tram hma oisisto fin Ware The tolls,
late a progressive, rent. , It will lie-eno fdt o dig the Loth
en& the "Infaiej and the 1 egreal, *aye% tka hieag. Tribunal.
will emu be belyelisi=i nem ma he a leiftet hard drift..a edgelloperma etelieet.elibitS1
of Panama. As 's, my steerage tali
letra, I hope tolut vett isonstr tweed emit
pear."


























































































































Meg at a did
Pea the ethers.






d • *e Chiselers
mioht be ems
teems, the en,































oci it." and the
Is the wager
•n have ordered
.ely to pay their
spent most of
to stave off the
sleep and lase-
the entire time





















s dig tee loth
bleat° Tribunes
ad 1144 deed.%r
t3POONEK13 BUREAU. owtr63 GIRLS TREir LGV1LI
air hem Ir. Neonate:S.
There is a wreck down at Spottier%
heme—ti wreak mat wae ewtoreety a pied
of blithe Mall :At., id, wail a maitied tendency
to talk and a wen oa his iced. Tat weed
,to question used to be saluted by his erect
'tors as Mr. Spooner.
octave." now is sorrow end woe inibte.
Where, before, all was joy, in the
masitities and a di*Mdeted berme is re
workably mall pieses.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly se
eerie Unfeelieg neighbors used to muse
times sneerutgly reams* that it hod more
the appeal ream of harem 40U14 m the Ark
But asighlmrs will carp and let emu. huge
Pun through your asleep-p..1th ei Will
ann bristly freedom. so 'is will take their
weer* at 50 pee mot. dewoure.
How the bureau came there we. not the
sulihact that worried Spooner nen loiters
the pall of siseitnees and bumps seeded tow
the happy home. How to get. to yeas we,
wbat agitated his mind.
. Almoner's ear eaughter, Cyciersev, bed,
lig least, been ei foretaste se to earn* a
fearless being, who made her de wii•--shadt
alas was Cyclones Spooner DO longer. h
Is sot the papaw of the mews to doe
tribute tht idea that, but for this elm
ly attack of matrimony, Mks *Goiter week
have b000me more altitudinom. Fer toss
• it! She simple seam& as a Spooner, te
le make the some at three slaty repasts look
as if attacked lay en itioarent est. sad to re
mark plaintively that wouwe's mieloa
earth wee Dot olearly defined aremiel tie
ire tiat Ills* daughter had easeseded
the ahonetting ia.tr anon, in Me few
degree. Mr. and Ma.. Sparoer reedved ti
do the proper and app.-opriate Meng. Aft..
meth Cestwalso though*, thaw deeded te
preheat her the leered berme, erotism
which dowered sees hallowed eassehetioth
Me those milogssous to is aid bast.
irebe.
The sewed bureau was located in tle
Woad story of the eseassite, le
the "spare" bedreoni 801* pet it (Iowa
dales was the question.
The Urea, several years before, who,
Jaw, the draymaa, had raked the
tomes piece of furaiture to the --
story window, by swam of and rope ant
profaaity, was dal fresh is Spoon's'. soled
Be remembeeed that Jew had meameed
Ike Inman which was an mormously de
• =affair 1.1141 then ea mneut.4 the
Wide tor tiw stairs." too Jew? 441P
11* without My more hos he had pro
seeded to heel it op the iide of the arum
end iatroAnos ft through • vientioar.
But Spooner mesiders humid a pew k
the way of eineentreted think, to as, ewe
legged draymea that ever wore ii.heiry her
tor toe a bawd &ad &Keel phloem el
Weer for earryke • Oho& tarnish tee
Weigh. He hare, without isesouring, that
the stairs were wide mouse kir the to
Peas. Single-handed and aloes he attadied
the lugubrious ekes d hareitiwe Me ego
illative spare bedroom.
By dint of swede palling sad as opal
seasent of toadies be emoselled towee..
• It to the head of the etairey. to "WM
el the lad that it seemed ss.Jly
'seek its site* tote. the Sled, la am doter
mined aSert to read the (tweets's.
Gettaig ahead, be oare.f4lj kerered the
harem toward himself. The swedes me
stay marred by the trifling seeded of all
' the drawers MAppiag out at eta and the
nese time, sad en bet the lad ens Weir
• mom P°141)11 Spooseee perms se
)=„ifell. a woOdes themes. Veal hia. andbelow is the "jor d the seeir
imy. The hat and headed Ilesene do
teen the raider woke al poems&
:erraM to...AA heed. VtIl
side va, es •
heirloom dipped and the
sio= lee forward Hem WM. the
somelli hoe-old the this
Ca they west, with to the *askew's,
ofikeil dimity that attend the manse el
bad mid* freaticelly deem the eiwridese
Of thee.
Stemmer was a Wilk is *deems of the
berme wiles bee snored la the "jog" el
the stairway.
The desorers whisk hod made theeedithees
I few secoade before, lay Is • sonfosed heap,
with all posaile comers epeased to wei
mine the no... hilarkew Spooner.
He leaded es all these corners sod sew
seel 111070 that mowed to pot in an appea,r
Once for that *cession only, cad the az
eitent and vindintive berme doled mese.
g on its heel on his quivering eeeperesity
• wild, indeed yell. se sharp yet se vol
amiaeue that it startled tee bete out of the
easennep and brought Mrs. eposimw to the
het of the stairs.
• "Oh, the precious burette" sea shrieked
"tir:/at, oh! what has happeeed to it"
Presently a Islet voice piped up hoot the
bottom of the pile where lepooner was do
togs sontortion act tow.oetli the bureau:
"The preeinee bureau is renewed as
pee" it said, "bet I am mortally wooed
64 by this esteneersede demos!'
Yerghtened at the awful eoaddies of het
spouse, buried beneath a moissessin of re
soradess furniture sod with as owe:sans
on his life, Km Spooner ree ler mast
erel. Protest/7 Me returned with swift
hoe By his stroller are., the winch
ri mamboed was draws frees% beneath the
mil exultant WA...me if the Reeschwada
Aesthete trueswareinoo 4,64 8046;kou 14.0 , the
att• firmer decision of Joe" the clownien,
• es• hineLcated. The berme wools: ee
hither dews tbe "jog," far the stairway
4 gra ness.di narrower Iron thew dire's.
Witham a word, but with • borate dart
144014144 depicted we he eser-......1
nom. sad nom severe] Make, opt es sew
plumb, Spooner, emoted by Baer, est is
work to feel the Loretta op S. the toe
m the stake again This they emeseded
to aleempieshka Ii spite of eve Pentane&
eseiehines of that eubbora ortiseise deed
ed drawer*.
Then Speiser mile It ever, seed avec,
old. with the weigh' es aid, be beleseed
oh... re meet ea bite w ndow-AL
Witt a bogie ed elinest fiendish joy sac
• spasmodic hetet Ito his psalaisoms, stow-
k slipping sear irom the diodes, of kis
see rear suspeadadbrition, Spooser pushed
robd tinkly solar oneesuphip frightened, outand it loud d sterol* the air like
tiseastrt of a braes sobbed sedeor. With
• , keeled co the stose-doersten,
Moe devise bedew. nd wee nothing bet e
Freak al its firmer granieur.
Windygesse's valusele dog, of the
huseihlegged :perettaden, had, but a tea
NIS Wert, been gamily( an overshoe
ee the dooretto. Neer he lay under this
• lareau--onie a ermine roodlestios, a hairy
41feasie spot.
.cyeloaia peg ao wedding: prosiest Imo her
/Vents; Spooner sect nothing hat salmi's I 01E4041 CNN Oa.stiortment ei humps and obresiessit asd quisto••• footmen wooer wig!6 bill for OK did to be the rules of the 
orhish have eight row* of merle where"lete dog. Ti all if which he objargated
49 'mob us phrase that he mem • lo aims of dui Pencil of "'Moo •ro ml
‘treb Is the ewe distance. isnwisA. seven reeve. and those of the
Misaralia Alma reasi:.-Otiod rose osipor of Lovfoo are gins wag
sal
illairater refteglies hka t I.
Is er semis Irgiaag Pigigraite to
POMMY, ylvaimlos.
ILI Shamokin. Pa., some queer ewe
tessA Dime survived the mensal of prog-
ress among the Pules and Russian&
ewe of %bean oboist-venom its
tog day." It is a favorite day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquense of tongue, °ap-
emen the belies of the community,
says azi eastern exalts/4a
?or day* the man has been in train
tie Sor the run of Us life, while the
maids &Ouse corseta and rub line
went on their kneecaps every nigh"
wooso," eiluna.sir. Penally thee
morning of "switehileg day' arrives.
The men soca before his. oil the maid-
ens of hie village. He may teas his
pink. All he muse do le eo saheb and
iodic& wed dock with water the one
od hie shoicso—the maid wham he
would have for hie wide. If she is
Seidler of foot than he end eseapse
Mb, he hese. If the limn ie lesieeeel ed
his quarry the seldom pie livihY,
thous% his feet are ailed in kedge
shoed
"Beittaillog day" at tiesanokis is
Easter Sunday, when all the lade and
lames of the anustry soloed shoos
gather se the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's startle( to run is
sompeed as a token thee aloe is not
armee to leer pursuer. The yosiles
start Is aompted s proposal, sad
ao meteor what miefortuae may be-
ta Ws quarry he must prod/se foe leer
all the days of hie future We.
Pathetie indeed waa the
of tide last in the ease of Oars
look. who was lay all odds dm heath
mood gist in the Russian
tor many relies about. She was
and slender and her eyes were arum
hhten She was crowned wide rattan
hair, which grew in dainty rtnglets
sloes Apo& her head. Mims Marelink
had mere suitors than the seek! ea-
mph and she was very nor. Inset of
loot, the maid bail, sine* arridsg at
a marriageable age. palmed one
*switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Mine 'Ashok until Deal) 0,11
alat festival ooze/non had stioomded
hi on.uhataneing all bar porous's.
Many were the roses she bad sun, bat
asseer had • switch or a pals of wester
Wend Within reaching disisome of her
=form. It was than thee Andrewrisky, a shrewd young rami. Wise
had purposely waited until Miss Ws*.
look had become fatigued. gore abase.
0* darted Ow maid, and seem hot
aped the pursuer.
Down the railroad creek they
~hot all unheeding. So extolled
WWI both contestants—the man ease
sing tire idle, the girl for
*et the approosh of a trots was ens
settees& The engine tooted shrilly
mid 64 km blast Idles liaohok. eh
=ed, shambied sod bell epee theBoth of her logs ware sot ad
below the know bat the dotheterva
she Bye. A.nd Ithinaky,
I ess of her Wing a cripple, deetheren
that be will keep lese haoloolor ht wed
bar just se an la
be.. the sanse'll we.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAW STATES.
Illainglo• labgrestima Dissembling
amsoair Yousig roam to Mi.
mama rimaiss.
Trod W. Carey has mead], bese
traveling through an almost linkmen
part of the Chimes* Shan state,, which
b. between China proper and Burnish
In the amoust of his joursesy, which
he resently read before the Royal
Geographteal society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of t4b• soon-
try, though his opinion of the men to
Doe so flattering. says the eiew 'Korb
Sere
In their faces and Aggro, he says,
theme Shane resemble the Japsoake,
and the women are. to ea( the leads
jose as uncoo',x.tlonel and bad n esti no
the reeemblance ends. The man
ars lary, good loroothing=a. who
sever work =km they lately
obliged to do so. The womentoll eter-
nity the summer in the rice fields and
spool their time when ea hones ts
weeving aloe& and in hoosehoWl du-
ties. They wear a very forseity sob
*area, Including a Long whim petit-
soot. whloh I. much more beecenthg
than the ugly ikinshapea tremors of
th• Chinese weapon.
Me. Carey describe& a dlopositen of
the young poet** whisk very moth Be-
bgessand his.. AA he passed ihroiigh
the Allay* the girls oho& provided
theamehres with sotto* seed hallo
width they mil lose hallo sad romay
times he was pelted uttli these love
atieetles. it. says they wino sf wilosile
art Ifthicaileitt to eloovey saIlbsisatt
S. him. bet at the Mstfes whisk
Isle. pine, garb* New Year's the..
ethanol balls hare a very betterethe
part to Flap. Os tato* othastais moth-
my sotifd he more signifleant to a
young man, tor she is very earedial Is
throw it only to the parliselar yea*/
roes whets the would Vies to emery,
Thai. the expreewe her prollsemem fee
sae or another of the irseakes. If the
ri:Ir man meshes the halt thefeeteure heillestion that be wishes
Is wed the girl, and the etireinstat
might &A well be anneeneed et Sae&
But if he mimes the bath the feet he-
liostats that he dote ewe prziprooste
die aeration the maiden deserve I.
etre him, reef she mord tiod a /over
slaeohere. At at1 ot her timee the mune
is sktiptiy a nione of filresseen, wiles
the siodrien or num who feels te este%
the hail must pay a forfeit to the
*rower.
Is. •
IritiPERii KILLED FOIE DIM&
$ow Trek ilissitters Obliging& Is Pay
We to, a Davos emaaisig
is a alis Verse-
Joha Headrbeirson, • breeder of
isney cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Coshocton turnpike from
White Lek* to Newburg, N. Y., re-
gently found four of hie finest young
bidders la .that held, all riddled with
eltarges of buitiashot., which had en-
tered the bodies heat behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
them New York, who had been stay-
ing at Whiete lake, had passed over
his feral in good of partridge, and
that phobia' had been heated in the
vicinity 'Of the Ilald weevil the &stele
were at pasture.
The dead heelers were the finest
rpealmens of the lisodrickeon herd,
and it occurred to the owner se Its
was examining the woo that
killed them that they Isere a *thong
reiserableath to does by reason of
their delicately larnsed limbs. Be
was seised with the idea that they
had been znietaksa for deer by the
lemsthers.
Handriekson weenie to White Lake,
but Sound that the three men he
wanted had gone. He eathrtained
emir mimes and addressees is New
York and after soeseidarable difileulty
located them. Bo has just returned
attar seeing them, and as a resat
et kis dad he is 4500 rider than
when be went to the atty.
FIDDLES wrraotrr HANDS.
IFIgnmag at Athasita. Ovum.
sisimass le.Lagly laeaseeepasolt-
able DLIMegalties.
Atlanta, a small tows moth of
Bloomington. lii., hew in Tooth Claw-
eon a fiddler whose chief lid for
fame lies in the dact that he is with-
out hands. Clewson has been a per-
former ao the violin since boyhood,
and hie skill'eres such that he was in
demand at every oountry donee in
that cart of the econtry. Several
rears ago he was caught in a bile-
card and both hinds were se badly
teethe that they were ampotabed at
Lb. wriest Supposing that his Si
fling days were over, the old bedew
moot was laid away by the ("woes,
The aid-time hewing to bring ewe
aoumie became toe meson/ to be re-
sisted, and les esoneedved the naives
idea of playing without beads. Be
mode a 000trivarsoe out of heavy
aim which enabled him to wield the
bow. Th• matter of fingering was
store difficult, but by herd practise
be trained the istainsp of his left Nand
to make the neseiwary shifts trees
ene tiering to another, sod from po
Attire to potation. WI* the &Idle
held to pleas by hie elan and Itewee
and with the help of his. tinge,
wrise. Clawson rrhiumages to pito
seasty as much nooses so form.. iy.
• YOUTHFUL GRAND/Lt.
Rion. Onirleitems. at lawn Valle.
Maims lb* Ilineendi ter fie
•sirthwast.
--
A crandlmother se It is the rimer& of
Mrs. James P. Carketha. •f Iowa Pella
Is., who Matra* the distinction of being
Lb. youngest grandmother th tb. en-
tire northwest bas is hoping to be a
great-grendmother by th• time she
Is at.
Mr sad Mrs Carla Urn were
vied in Ohio It years ago, Mrs. Caristos
teeing only 11 years old whirs she wee
wooed, with and bed to the altar by hex
folittiful sehoolisate. Leas than tws
years later, when only 1$ yea's of age
the bomme a mother. 'The tendency
to ward reeky inarriegeseta the Carlow's
'amity was transmitted to the &tug)
tor, and two years ago, at the sge of la
abs was married. Lest week the lew
earn. a mother.
Uptll reeently James?. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but a tew
months ago be and his wife removed to
St. Paul. Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
lieviresime ter nowirlithag Cho 1144T440.
A pro/nixing movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the n•gro population. The idea orit
heated with Dr. R. E. Jones, of Bich
mend. and several prominent and
wealthy negroes are associated with.. •
hies. Tts• fret of the propewied set-
tiementa will he established near
Richmond. Plots of ten scree each
will be laid off, and open each will
be *reined a toile-roomed log cable
of &edge* style 'nose plate will be
sold on" easy installments plane to
oegroes widow to • bettor them-
selves. They will be levee praetleal
and eyeteesatio tristreation in farm-
lag, as experieneed export from the
laminae. as Hansplos being *scared
es beets eller.
/lam a Preellartens runnel.
A hold, remarkable project te
seising attestion among ltimialan es-
(theere. It Is proposed to construot
a tunnel under the mein chain of the
Centimetre meensaina front a point 44
miles moth of Vlselikeoltan The tan.
aid will be 13 idles log end eoet
4,4,000,000. As moo as the Trane-Si-
bertha railway Is finished, it I. be-
lieved, tide • Oassoanian tuned, which
has the warm support ef the sear,
will be eommeased. Front a =Haar,
and oommerelail point of view the
work will be of vest importance, as
dee ealy direr' semmunieastios with
brano-Cwitesale from southern leads
In by an ordinary read from Vkalike
ovkas Is Ulna
illsk awls la Oohs.
• year ago there were SIN pall&
Poleonleto Atha. wi'b MAO el:Aldred
New *ere ors 11104•11011 esheed
pm, and sow osessols bolii
UK MUSS 3.
*nine Informs...Ion Per intern is
Catineary Departioson m•
Macellent Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used the
Atnievely as a mater eal for toilet arti-
:lea. It has advantages over silver
a being light in weight and Deter
tarnishing, while it most. In.. and can
be treated in an equally artistic men.
&sr, says Boston 13uaget.
With a can of deviated ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one haa
• reliable cue to begiu )p.e/ itt
For instance, have • sliest! can ot it
and mix it tbrongh two rills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
;ill of consomme in whieh is die-
solved half so ounee or .evers lees
gelatine. Pat this into paper oases
or into little chins melds and set
in lee for as long a time as neees-
eery. or longer, and unnoold when
serving.
OW potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in .old wales
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in Ice wee
ter for an hour or two after pectins
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
pilled meats, etc. make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of feeeh butter '
a a small bowl, and wore( into 11
thoroughly with the poiat of a all'
ier knife a mixture of cayenne,
nixed herb powder, mineed parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is aocompliahed, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into cusinty pate. Dot these abote
Ibe meat in .erving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
lipreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
sn.d walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayors-
anise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the atone spirally, as one peela
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftes
tined in doughnuts and fried drop
rakes, causing the dough to burst out
In very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
donghnuta heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow,
iler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberathd simply by
moisture. Therefore, if yeu would
have the beat results, either put the
oiecuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense beat, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
'rust is formed, or let them stand
ten minutes to rise, and then pal
them into a hot oven.
Creamed chicken or creamed ewes*
breads may take the pleat of creamed
oysters, and are really more whole-
some and more wildly procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; i.e each pale allow Gem can of
atoshroorns washed and chopped fins.
Stir these into a plat of cream sauce.
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut int* dine al-
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
id (=tam sauce,
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
ketreative Ireatuwee et Wallets and
Gowns ter lienameer WeasPA
Beason et Vileaseen
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
amiss to hint that a return of the
pannier overskirt 111 persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
ausruner shows • felt crown and' a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White walate are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertion* with-
out number.
White eith a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persinn embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best do.
signers, otel daring bite of contrast
make a feuture of Paris gowns.
Lace Ilounces arc once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
towns are again made with two OT
three of these counted on e astir
neindation for the skirt.
Red *eke are to enjoy • great
egue during the corning season
['lacy are either shot with white or
lave an irr,guisr pattern. are in
two ehndes of red, or are in red and
nook.
There is a new China *".iC which i
listinguished by perpendieular
open .verk, like tiriv,,n wort with
teinitv ieterwoven design. Inn; n
tortniiiilly aurae-eve with yoke nee
leep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
're.' thrended with run-row velvet rib
ion in any color desired.
This is to' be a season of ruffles
lulte numbe. co the ne%1 fawn
/moos are made vith frills down the
'rant. sometimes a single narrow on.
an the *dee of the lap, sometimes
)road ruffle and eonietir-es two. awl
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form • jaebet and concealing the flue
toning of the bodice.
Bee" *be Mother Tomas and Hager
'this charming power to throw a a.%
('or the moment the conditions whirl
keep nu from fun ought not to belope
orolusively to babies. We took out
rageous liberties with mother's an 01.1
has when we ley cooing in her arms
ind she was the happiest of some'. it
consequence. Is it not a pity tine
through our yearel of De61181141Ty trait,
tag we &holed fget the trick n
playing with her t th• time we are
vewn? No girl. I autstue, could pore
ably, misinterpret me, into meaning
that we are to turn sdlies ecoetddene
none into foolish edicule. What I
realty mean is that meny matters
would be improved if a sense of burner
deed its light apon henir and this eau
bad he soros/10rib d by girlae-Mallas
011ifiee. M Ladled' Saw Jetaraial.
woimmurn ARAM WOR
Iffeavy lipaa tbe Memories et
Menke In dace United States
Mailwa Peettal Servieo.
Millions Of soap% are complaining
Irowathsys Of being taxed financially,
but an array of men in the employ
Of Used Mem are burdened with a
Mental practise unheard of, as re-
geed& extent, in any other country ol
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk must remember have in-
treeeed in such voiume that one would
think owery cell of his brain would
us tilled with the name of a post office
Sr railwae oonnection, and the won-
der is tLat the therk's mind does not
falter ender the pressure. Despite
tikes* !sees cases of insanity among
this cease of public servants are rare,
any. the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,004
cards (whirls take the place of letters
in examination.%) with an average per
cent, of ooreect distribution of a irate
tion over per eerie He knew how to
renah that many offices in several
states by the shortest, quickest rotite,
and he knew the correct location of
oriel alike he its irate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
cago railway poet office must know
the correct location of, every _poet of-
See in a group of states made up of
Minces, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
Minnesota, Sosoh Dakota and Ne-
braille. In these seven states there
are 12.317 poet °feces. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the een-
eral scheme, whe h means the cor..ct
location of the post offices in each
state, bet he must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A elerk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 13 years,
Learning 13,306 offices in 13 different
sections of the United States. Is
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make • Chicago city distri-
bution, whitish means that while rein-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carr it ra of the Chicago de-
Store. He must I now not only where
every public bu iheng and leading mei.-
eantile house 14 n cated, but also how
to divide the nut there on • particu-
lar street so that he can ", „ ut” his
:ng to the route of the tter. This
roe
letters to the cot reel car accord-
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten montha, with an average correct
distribution of ti .88 per cent. In 20
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
eonsideration the puzzling similarity
of names that ere used to designate
post °femme 'Fl. A, too, must be con-
sidered the feet mat there are hun-
dreds of eased ':.ere in each tante is
• post offies of the same name. ?or
Instanse, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Hane
flton, six Grant*, four Gareelds, four
Genoese, four dinithvilles, toter Spar-
tat •ad five Jefferson., and so on,
In some instanees there is a post of-
Joe of the ra.me name in each of the
*even states. .4s one may imagine.




rae t.) ham p lo • Raegli-eied-Taseele
rigkaw if II.- cat Tvilre-Riew
Has I to
From a story in St. Nichols' we
dip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
Titer* was a time when the Amen-
sea mountain bon was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
WWI man means/we .,esis was nee we sae
ilatkat terribly armed and powerful of
the 'eat trimly. it as a compact
mass of hard end tough muscle and
grietle, with bone-a of Iron, strong
jaws, sharp teetn, and claws like
steel penksife-h Ades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick,
covered rith a mne-coat of loc.. skin
that was as totigt. as leather.- It had
the temper of a domon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nire Hires of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
to the school-book eof 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per
hap* they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled • full-
Frown American mountain lion of
that time: Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if be had
beam. 'pelted down." that was exactly
the position in wiech he fought best
With hie back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He ones was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ek
Creme south to the home of the
northern winter blizzard; but be at,
tained his greatest size and ferocity
on the enbtropkal plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisonm
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot to fin*, any of the
old-time power . r ferocity.
Myr, age Co.. Royal needles.
As his children attained the age of
ten Ring Edward hod everything con-
earning them which appeared in the
newspaperspanted into albums, and
these were handed over to them wher
they reached years rif discretion. The
prince of Wales, hcerverer, began at the
beginning, and each ed Isis chiklares
has a volume of tiewspaper sot
dating from she day of birth. —a
woo Chromic-le
Ing CULTURE PLANS
Secretary Wilson to Encourage Da
velopment of the Industry.
WHI Ask Cmaggregis (Cr • lo.000 ear
Parkas* at Peellaaleary Peat and
linvegitigiation of What Can Be
Does in Untied State..
Secretary Wilson, of the departmese
of agriculture, is determined to re-
rive interest in the cultivation of silk
worms and mulberry trees in.. tht
Untied &Laces, and the sum of $10,000,
which he has asked (metres' to giro
him to develop silk culture in ths
United States for • preliminary test
and investigation, will, be spent with
• view of interesting every met and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the piauting
of mulberry trees and the care of si:k
Worms.
If the appropriation asked for Is
granted Secretary Wilsoe will turn his
attention first to the south, en account
of the large amount of cheap lintor
to be procured there. If the reruns
is the south are at all satlifactney
t the men, women and e...n the
ehildren will be appealed to by ue goy-
arnment to lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary, Weave, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in tle spring, and it
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hill
disposal 60 mulberry treed to he given
away to his constituents. I think It
likely that I shall cal! upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuskegee, Ala. He is ready there
Is take hold of the experiment and
do much in a short time in educating
Ike people In silk culture.
"So far as I am ooncerned, I know
silk culture can be made a success is
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar Industry
would be a success, but it tea success,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
tog excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap laboe
upon the leaves. The 'Yankee can stir
mount almost any obstacle, and be he
enedistely improves almost any ides
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
kaltiatt Os  et Hawaii Urges
Avaorleaa Illoney tee rise in
Ile island.
Authority for the conversion of all
Bawailan silver coins into correspond-
ing coins of the United States and for
the Immigration of a limited number of
Chinese laborers conditioned upoa
their cheeping in sericulture.' purruite
'Ivey during their residence In the ter-
ritory and tioeir return to their own
see n tee upon ceeeleg to he farmers are
tue chief recommendations of H. It.
Cooper. acting governor of Hawaii, id
ids anneal repo •L
The prosperity of the island.. accord-
lag to see seeing governor. d • pe n ds on
the sum-craft', and econorrOcal produce
tion of sugar. "The emeloreent of
Chin-se and Japan.... by the planters."
he rays. "never bar and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample simply
of destrable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
ahlnery, building materials, teol* steel
and iron and other supplies of Amen-l-
ean manufacture."
Igew Joiners Purr Food Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
rone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the allele of state dairy com-
missioner has been abolished and hie
duties have come under those of the
relief food inspector. Tbeie will be
b large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
*an come into use for human con-
sumption as food or drink is included
antler the law. The Hero -tion will
even take In canned good.. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
stale he state or In it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time chow* them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Meg r  Koch Theory,
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. Georg. D.
Barney, of Brooklyn. several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit tbe
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eer-
lain that he ban disproved Dr. Koch'.
theory that human tuberculosis an
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
niunioable. Dr. Barney said lest
night that he bad no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
lloch's theory.
irresimere is Bettie% Indian Anglin
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1s99-1900—en increase of 92,064
over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only 114 333 were females,
Which is a smaller proportion thee
In western oountries.
flirt et a Bridge.
A sew form of benefaction to •
001.8 lengland town la that taken la
be elft of Franc is %hall, of New
:sole who has rivaa Nerthileld
lira. • &Ware bailee.
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We ate selling one box of Rexall Tal-
cute Powder and one bar of Rexall
Soap for 25c. The regular price is




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the oity.
Phones No. 180.
CGr. 4th end Broadway,
PADUCAH. KEMTUCIGY.





Apply to 1335 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
room. Apply .§22 Jefferson. Phone
1735.
FOR RENT—Front room, also two
rooms for light housekeeping, 1209
i.Moltsak Jefferson street.
ESTRAY HORSE—I5S4 hands,
four years old, bay horse, io-ur white
feet. Return to Abe Isivingston Pa-
ducah, Ky., and receive reward.
tFOR SALE—$45 Owen Davenport
felding bed, comparatively new, will
se41 cheap. Apply 432 South Fourth
street.
FQR SALE—A two-siory !saute
dwelling, seven rooms, !awe recep-
tion hall, h'st ind cold watev, good
out buildings, nice yard with strafe
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. App' at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No 63o. • ,
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-




Chins and Fever. For
sale by All Drug stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
Electric Light Notice. 45 IC.J0
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, 120 Soyth
EtsurSistreel. .Current will be dis-




Bids will be r ceived on the 15th of
July by Dr. Harry Williamson for
furnishing and installing heating plant
and toilets at McKinley school house.
Plans can be seen at office of Supt.
s'; Leib, High school
Paducah Public School Board.
AantPcsoning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
" DasfdrUff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
lieirdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
'teat.
Laundry Business.
The Home Laundry Issures its
44 that, notwithstanding the
of Saturda tight, it is prepared
out al) work promptly and




Bids, in wr ing, for any privilege
er concessions at Wallace park on
Labor Day, September 4, will be re-
ceived by the Privilege Committee.




Sunday, July 16th. the Dick Fow-
ler leaves at 9 a. m. re Golconda, re-
turning at 6 p. m. Fare for the round
trip so cents. Fine orchestra aboard.
Everybody going.,
Ice Cream Social.
An ice cream social will be given
by the Mecharticseurg Methodist
church on the, chinch lawn *is even-
ing. Everybody invited.
Sunday Excursion.
- Sunday, July 16th, the Dick Fow-
ler leave* e 9 a. m. for Golconda, re-
f-tuning at 6 p. m. Fare for the round
trip so cents Fine orchestra aboard.
Everybody going.
Property Bought.
Mies Martha Leech yesterday
bought from Don Gilberto the vacant
it of ground lying between the home
of Banker Samuel Hugtes on Broad-
way, and the old" captain Jack Law-
ion reeicknee, on he corner of Sev-
enth and Broadwa 
Personal Mention.
Mr. Oce Alexander will return to-
morrow from Louisville.
Mr. William H. Bryant has gone to
Tennessee on a drumming trip.
Miss Era Salisbury, of Halls, Term.,
v. ill arrive today to visit Miss Doro-
thy Btu-nhain.
President W. H. Bolcom!), of the
Holcomb-Lobb Tie company, return-
ed yesterday morning fetim Cincinnati
and went to Joppa., Ill.
Manager James Bugg, el the Hol-
comb-Lobb brana office here, has re-
turned from Murray.
Mr. Gus Hank and tinnily left yes-
terday for a visit in Cincinnati.
Mr. James P. Smith has returned
from a sojourn at Davssort.
County Clerk George Landrum, of
Smithlend, is in the cisy on business.
Mr. Newt. ,Utley, of Kuttawa, ar-
rived here last evening.
Messrs. T. C. and C. C. Duke, of
St. Lows, are in the city on business.
Mr. R. H Pinkney, the drug supply
• drummer, has returned from spending
several weeks with n is family in De-
troit, Mich
Postman. Allard Williams has re-
turned from visiting his brother, Mr.
Pearlie Williams, at Canto, but is not
yet recovered sufficiently from his at-
sack of illness to resume his duties
at .the postoffice.
Mr. G. H. Warnekin, the tobacco
buyer of Clarksville, Term., is in the
city.
Mr. W. G. Dunnington, the big to-
bacco buyer of Farmersvilre, Va., ar-
rived here yesterday.
MT. Jesse Loeb and sister, Miss
Florence exieb, sailed from New
York yesterday for Europe to be
gone until fall.
Mrs. E. Keegan and daughter. of
Hopkinsville, raTe in tithe city on a
visit to relatives.
Miss Vera Davis, of this city, is
visiting friends in MUrray.
Miss Linnie Belle Tucker, of Lou-
isville, returned home yesterday af-
ter visiting the family of Captain J.
E Williamson, of North Sixth.
Mr. Farnk Dean and his orchestra
went to Eddyville yesterday and fur-
nisbed music for a dunce last night.
' Mrs. T. E. Holland and daughter,
Mies Neel, went to Pawson rester-
(fey.
Me. W. F. More', and family went
to Dawson yestereay for a ten days'
stay.
Clarenc, Filiehorpe and wife,
of Chicago, are here visiting a few
days before going to Memphis to
take up their home.
--e•sber, Minnie Setliff and Miss Lithe
Owen went to Dawson yesterday to
visit.
Mrs. Jcilut Dagger has gone to
Cairo for a visit.
Attorney JIIITTles Ray has returned
from a trip to Marion and other
points.
Mr. e.obert Caldwell has returned
fermi a trip to Fulton.
Mir. J. J. Frelindlich has gone to
urray to organize a lodge of Red
Men.
'Miss Pearl Slater, of St. Louis,
returned home after visiting Mrs.
Scott Fe r gluon.
Mc. J. S. So.'s has returned from
Dover, 'Penn., where his family re-
mained for a longer visit.
Me. George Gardner has gone to
Mk yfieldl to visit his brother, Judge
Bunk Gardner.
Mr. R. F. Tisdale, the implement
man of Union City, Tenn., is here.
He had the misfortune to lose his
berme by Inc recently.
Mrs. Ben Burnett, of Mayfield, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
B. Owen.










Mt. Carmel, 6.7; rising.
'Nashville, teo; falling.
Pittsburg, missing.
Davis Island Darn, missing.
St. Louis, 24.7; risings'.




The steamer Kentucky came out
of the Tennessee river yesterday. She
remains here until 5 o'clock tomor-
row afternoon before getting awsay
on her return trip.
The Dick Floavier skips out for
Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning and
comes back tonight about ti o'clock.
The steamer Joe Fowler gees out
for Evansville this morning. Yester-
day's boat in that trade was the John
S. Hopkins, which comes back again
tomorrow. •
The Bob Dudley gets ,to Nashville
tonight and leaves there tomorrow on
her return this way. She reaches Pa-
ducah Sunday.
The Rees Lee gets to Cincinnati to-
day and leaves there tomorrow on her
return towards this city bound for
Memphis. She gets heee Tuesday.
The Peters Lee loaves Memphis
this afternoon and gets here Sunday
bound back to Cincinnati.
The City of Savannah should get
out of St. Louis tomorrow afternoon
on her return this way for the Ten-
nessee river.
The City of Memphis has gone in-
to the Tennessee river from St. Louis.
She remains up that stream until next
Monday.
The Fritz is undergoing repairs and
yesterday her smokestacks were taken
down to be overhauled while much
other work will be done. She experts
to get out in a few 'days on a towing
trip.
The towboat Lyda will be let off
the marine ways Monday tarsi leave
on her regular tie-towing trips. She
has been undergoing repairs for the
pat week.
The Charles Turner will arrive to-
day from the Tennessee river, while
the Sycamore is due out of that
stream.
Captain James Koger has returned
from St. Louis, where be accompan-
ied the new boat, City of Saltillo,
which is over there being furnished
and outfitted for the trade between
St. Louis and the Tennessee river.
Major J. H. Asbcraft, whob went over
on the boat, remains for a week
while their guest, Mr. E. L. Hendrick,
returned last eveiring and goes to his
httne in Madisonville, Ky., this morn-
ing. He is the former revenue man
stationed here, arid as the guest of
Messrs. Roger and Astlecraitt etude the
trip from Jeffersrevilia by St. Louis
aboard the boat
Ailing People.
Manager Heston, of the Singer Sew
ing Machine company, is able to be
out after a week's illness.
Miss Dow Husbands is confined at
her home on Tenth and Jefferson
streets with a threatened attack of
typhoid fever.
Mr. Clem Franciada wee about the
same yesterday. He is suffering now
from high fever at his room above.
his store on Kentucky avenue be-
tween Second and Third streets.
Made Him Feet Bad.
Bardwell, 'have returned home after The count met the baron after the
visiting M r. and MT9. Thomas latter had returned from America.
Scopes. I "Baron," said the count, cheerfully,
Mr. W. B. Kennedy has returned "I hear zat you marry in zez Ameri-
from a trip to Louisville.
MT. Peter Duperrieu has returned
from a trip to St. Louis.
Miss Lora Streit, of Kevil, is vis-
iting Mrs. Charles B .Martin.
'Mr. S. S. Nix and wife, of Oklaho-
ma, age visiting the former's sister,
Mrs. Herman Graham, of Jefferson
street.
Mr. and Ml's. Luke Albritton, of
Graves county, are visiting their eon.
Mr. L. A. Albritton, of West Jeffer-
son.
President R. A. Dunn', of the
Smithiand, Ky., bank, was here yes-
terday.
Jailer Thomas Threlkeld, of
Smiehland, was here yesterday.
Mr. J. M. Hogan, the tie man,
went to Johnsonville, Tenn., yester-
day.
Mr. Wm. M'cC,arrilless, of the Stan-
dard Tie comapny, left yesterday for
Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. R. G. Caldwell goes to Daw-
son today for a sojourn.
Judge W..M. Reed goes to Benton
this, morning to try an injunction
suit.
'Mir. Walter Sutherland has gone
to Mayfield to attend the 'bedside of
his sick brother, Mr. James Suther-
land.
lveissee Annie Mae Derrington and
Mary Virginia Quinn, of Mayfield.
are visiting Mfrs. Mike Caldwell.
Nies. W. M. Pryor has gone to
Paragould, Ark, to visit her daugh-
ter, 'Mzs. Ledbetter.
Mist Neva Zeigler leaves Sunday
for Noxapater, Miss., to join her pa
remit, We and Mrs. J. F. Zeigler, and
take up` her home.
—Subscribe for the Reiister.
eo,
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"Yah!" grunted the baron, scrowt-
ing.
"And Old you marry well?"
"Nein. Der vas nodding veil about
me. Ven I discover dot der heiress
had been cut off usituot a Sentry I






and ends when the goods are sold.
Not everyday bargains con.fined to a
few stocks, but a whole store's mer-
chandise pruned, cut and price reduc-
ed to such an extent thin every stock
beckons you with a bfist of tempting
offerings. This is a sweeping-out,
clearing-out, ..stitch-in-time









ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest
/1 and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
 "se
GEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Puddles Of Water
STANDS ON SECOND STREET
AFTER HEAVY RAIN-
FALLS.
Improper Grade Made It So That the
Surface Water Does Not Drain
to Manholes.
---
Considerable complaint is being
made by she people along the west
side of the market on South Second
street, about the grade of the brick
street there not being properly made
when the work etas done. At each
end of Second street. there are man-
holes leading from the top of the
street down to the storm water sew-
erage underneath, for the purpose of
carrying off the aurface water left af-
et-r rainfalls. The brick street work is
supposed to have been bid in such a
nianner as to taper off in grade from
the center of the block, running down
towards each corner so that the slope
would cause the rain stater to flow
frorn the center of the !stock to the
manholes at each corner arid rush in-
to the manhole-, to be carried sway.
This is not done though, as right in
front of the alleyway dividing
trian"4 whisky house and Englert
Bryant's grocery, there has stood con
saantly a big puddle of water winch
cannot be igotten rid of and shows an
improper &-pression in the grade
which let, the street down so .ts to
cause the pond which fills with water
after each rainfall and remains stand-
ing *ere until the sun dries it up.
The fault lies with somebody but-
it is not known whom. Contractors
Robertson & Gardner did the brick
work and claim they effected the im-
provement according to the grade
given thern by the city engineer, who
afterwards accepted the work. The
brick at thht- point stesuld be raised
somewhat and this would remedy the
matter and cause the water to flow
away. lf something it not done the
property owners along there will file
protests with the city boards., because'
they are entitled to relief.
Griffin In Bad
SHERIFF SAYS HE IS LOCKED
UP AT MURPHYSBORO,
ILLINOIS.
It is Claimed That He Attempted to
Assist in a Jail Delivery At
That Place.
Is Your Appetite Poor?
You need a tonic—something that will brace you up and make life ""
worth the living. Good beer is an appetizer. Rightly brewed and prop-
erly aged, there's nothing to equal
BELVEDERE
THE RASTER BREW
It will tone up your general health, give you an appetite bke a bone
make you feel frisky as a young colt, gut you 'tin perfect trine for work
or recreation. AU because it's made from pure malt and hops, with brains
tied in brewing.
•
tkak For Belvedere, The Master Brew
Paducah Brewery Co.
Paducah, Kentucky.
L. S. Deno* Prost. H. C. Overby,. Viee-Preet. W. Hughes, Casitior-‘
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close et EINAR ow, font 3o, Igo&
BESCHIRCSS.
 Ie03.070. a *Loma and discounts    •  










Undivided petals • • • • • 
Officer leanest Hill bas returned
from Cairo and report's that while
there tie learned that Pete Griffin
was locked up at Murphysboro,
on the charge of attempting to assist
a prisoner to breads out of the Mur-
phYstioro
Patrolman Hill had been to Cairo
on official business and returned
Wednesday night. While in the
Egyptian city he met the eheriff of
the county in wfrich Murphysboro is
located and the latter stated that a
crook had blown open a safe of a
mercantile establishment there and
been locked up. He claims that Grif-
fin tried to help the inmate to break
from the jail and was hinresetf caught
and inearcerated.
Griffin left this city only a few
days ago and it was not known
where he had gone. He is welt
known to the local police as about
five years ago be was sent to We'
Ecklyrible penitentiary on the charge
of stealing some goods from Ike
Friedman. then in the tailoring 'busi-
ness, and selling same to the Franke
brothers. who were. then doing busi-
ness on Second street. Griffin woe
accused of running a "fence"
served his term of several years
was released about two years
Since then,he has been going in
net of this 'city, but had not g





The notional convention of tbe P,
11'. 0. E. gathers in KO in Dowser,
• •
• • ••












The Standard Flour of
The World,
LOCAL NEWS
—Mir. and Ntrs. Frank St. John are
the parents of a new boy baby
—The Confederate veteran's of Cal-
*Way county bold a reunion today at
Osierbey's park, near Mummy. A large
attendance is expected if the weather
is favorable.
' —An e-xeursion boat carrying a
d oat of St. Louis passed here
YiSterday morning en, route home
from a jettnt up the Tennessee river.
--Dog ownere`to the number of
136 have gotten out beenses fmm the
city officials for ellieir canines, and
the others are cowing up rapidly,
sides the crusade was inaugurated
Siseinst them by the police depart-
' L
—John W. Davis, a well known
tine man of Mayfield, died Wednes-
day morning of consumption after a
Year's illness. He was connected with
the Merit Pante Mamotacturinsr com-
pany of Mayfield wisen stricken.




of Arcadia, entertain ibis evening
with a dance at the Whilace park pa-
vilion, complimentary to Miss Ellit-
bell/ Woodson, of Owensboro, 
o 
is visiting them at the count'
home.
—Officer Dick T•Abeets at the I. C.
yard force, has been, eeleeted "delay
tender' for the new. Tennessee fiver
bridge. his duties being to operate
the interlocking plant to swerve this
inneeh4 span in she center of the
bridge around, to that boats can go
through on eelighieg the sit-euchre.
Hag% Miller will be selected speceel
officer when the other goes to ate
bridge permaneatly.
ViRBCK BY1N E XPL-0 SI OW'
Pittsburg, Pa., July et —Two peo-
ple are dead and several are seriously
isiured as a result of an explceion in
a dwelling house at Fortieth streete
and Liberty avenue. The exploeion
thought to have been caused, by natu-
ral ass. The house was wrecked The
two adjoining dwellings caeght fire. •
--Subscribe foe the Register.
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